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Abstract
Sound event detection (SED) is a problem to detect the onset and offset times of
sound events in an audio recording. SED has many applications in both academia
and industry, such as multimedia information retrieval and monitoring domestic
and public security. However, compared to speech signal processing that have been
researched for many years, the classification and detection of general sounds has
not been researched much until recent years.
One limitation of the study on audio classification and sound event detection is
that there have been limited datasets public available until the release of the release
of the detection and classification of acoustic scenes and events (DCASE) dataset.
The DCASE dataset consists of data for acoustic scene classification (ASC), audio
tagging (AT) and sound event detection. ASC and AT are tasks to design systems
to predict pre-defined labels in an audio clip. SED is a task to design systems to
predict both the presence or absence of sound events in an audio clip as well as the
onset and offset times of the sound events.
One difficulty of the audio classification and SED task is that many datasets
such as the DCASE dataset are weakly labelled. That is, only the presence or
absence of sound events in an audio clip is known, without knowing the onset and
offset annotations of the sound events. This thesis focused on solving the audio
tagging and sound event detection problem using only weakly labelled data. This
thesis proposed attention neural networks to solve the general weakly labelled AT
and SED problem. The attention neural networks can automatically learn to attend
to important segments and ignore silence and irrelevant segments in an audio clip.
We developed a set of weak learning methods for AT and SED using attention neu-
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ral networks. The proposed methods have achieved a state-of-the-art performance
in audio tagging and sound event detection.
Keywords: weakly labelled data, audio tagging, sound event detection, attention
neural networks.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Sound event detection (SED) aims to detect what sound events happen in an audio
recording and when they occur. SED has many applications in everyday life. For
example, SED can be used to monitor “baby cries” at home [3], and to detect “typing
keyboard”, “door slamming”, “ringing of phones”, “smoke alarms” and “sirens”
in the office [4, 5]. For public security, SED can be used to detect “gunshot” and
“scream” sounds [6]. SED is not only complementary to video or image based event
detection [7, 8, 9] but also has many advantages in the following aspects. First,
sound does not require illumination, so SED can be used in dark environments.
Second, sound can penetrate or circulate obstacles, while objects in video and image
are often occluded by obstacles. Third, some abnormal events such as fire alarms
can only be perceived by sound. Furthermore, storing and processing sound often
consumes less computation resources than video [10], and as a result, audio can
often be stored and processed more efficiently.
Audio tagging is an essential task of audio signal processing, aiming to detect
the presence or the absence of sound events in an audio clip. Audio tagging is a task
that does not require to predict the onset and offset times of the sound classes. Audio
tagging has many applications in music classification [11], information retrieval
[12] and SED [13]. Another task similar to audio tagging is audio classification.
The difference between audio tagging and audio classification is that audio tagging
predicts multiple tags for an audio clip while audio classification classifies an audio
clip to one of several predefined sound classes. The dataset of audio tagging usually
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Figure 1.1: Waveform, log mel spectrogram and labels of an audio clip
requires a larger size such as AudioSet [14] which consists of over 2 million audio
clips.
An important issue in SED is that audio datasets are usually weakly labelled
[15, 16]. That is, the presence of the sound classes in an audio clip are known, but
their onset and offset are unknown. However, many SED algorithms use strongly
labelled data for training [17, 18, 13] where the onset and offset times of sound
events have been annotated. The segments inside the onset and offset times are used
as for training, while the segments outside the onset and offset annotations are used
as non-target events [18, 13]. Collecting strongly labelled data is time consuming
because the annotation of the onset and offset times of sound events takes more
time than annotating audio clips for classification, so the size of strongly labelled
datasets is often limited to minutes or even hours [13, 19].
Fig. 1.1 shows the problem of audio tagging, sound event detection and sep-
aration. The top subplot is the log mel spectrogram of an audio clip. The log mel
spectrogram is a commonly used time-frequency representation in audio signal pro-
cessing. Fig. 1.1 demonstrates that audio tagging is a task to predict the tags of an
audio clip. Sound event detection is a task to predict both audio tags and onset and
offset times of an audio clip. For example, there are several children and percus-
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sion in Fig. 1.1. Source separation is a task to separate an audio clip to individual
sources. The objective of this thesis is to propose a framework to solve audio tag-
ging, sound event detection and source separation problems with weakly labelled
data.
Audio signal processing shares similarity with computer vision tasks. For ex-
ample, Fig. 1.2 shows the correlation of audio processing and computation vision
tasks. Audio tagging is similar to image classification which only requires to predict
the tag of an image. Sound event detection is similar to image localization which
attempts to predict the location of objects in an image. Source separation is similar
to image segmentation in that individual objects are segmented from a mixture.
This thesis addresses the problem of audio tagging, SED and the time-
frequency segmentation of sound events with weakly labelled data. The separation
of sound events in the T-F domain can be useful for enhancing and recognizing
sound events in audio scenes with low signal to noise ratio (SNR). T-F segmenta-
tion masks can be seen as ideal ratio masks (IRM) [20]. An IRM is the ratio of the
spectrogram of a sound event to the spectrogram of the mixed audio. T-F segmenta-
tion masks can be used for SED and sound event separation. In addition, separated
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waveform of sound events can be obtained using the T-F segmentation masks.
1.1 Contribution of this work
This thesis investigated neural network based methods for audio tagging, sound
event detection and T-F segmentation. The contributions of this thesis includes:
• A framework for audio tagging with weakly labelled data is proposed. Atten-
tion neural networks are proposed to solve the audio tagging problem.
• A sound event detection framework with weakly labelled data is proposed.
Convolutional recurrent neural networks are proposed for learning from audio
to frame level prediction of sound events.
• A time-frequency segmentation framework trained on weakly labelled data is
proposed. Audio tagging, sound event detection and time-frequency segmen-
tation are unified in a single framework.
• A sound event detection algorithm with weakly labelled data framework is
proposed. The training does not require strongly labelled data. The proposed
methods provide possibility to train a sound event detection systems on large
scale weakly labelled data.
Chapter 2 introduces the background of this thesis. Chapter 3 proposes con-
volutional neural networks with attention mechanisms to solve the weakly labelled
audio tagging problem. Chapter 4 extends the audio tagging system to sound event
detection system using attention neural networks trained with weakly labelled data.
Chapter goes further to investigate the time-frequency segmentation of different
sound classes trained with weakly labelled data. Chapter 6 concludes this thesis.
Chapter 2
Background
Recently, the series of the Detection and Classification of Acoustic Scenes and
Events (DCASE) challenges [21] provided public available datasets for researchers
to use. The DCASE challenges contain audio tagging and SED datasets for de-
velopment and evaluation. After the organization of the DCASE challenges, more
researchers began to work on audio pattern recognition. However, SED with weakly
labelled data is still an unsolved problem and has not been researched to the same
extend as audio classification. As such, this thesis focuses on SED with weakly la-
belled data. This chapter begins with reviewing previous methods on audio tagging
and SED.
2.1 Conventional methods for SED
Conventional machine learning methods have been applied for audio tagging and
SED including Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) [22], non-negative matrix fac-
torizations (NMFs) [23] and support vector machines (SVMs) [24]. Many of these
conventional machine learning methods, inspired by research on speech and music
signal processing are introduced in the following sections.
2.1.1 Gaussian mixture model (GMM)
Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) [25, 22] belong to the family of graphical mod-
els. A GMM is a generative model which models the probability density of data. In
audio classification, each sound class is modelled by a GMM. In inference, data is
input to a GMM model to calculate the probability of the data. One way to train a
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GMM model is to use the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm [25]. GMMs
in audio processing are “bag of words” models that do not take time dependency
of an audio recording into consideration. Hidden Markov models (HMMs) [26] are
improvement of GMMs that are able to capture context information of a sequence
and were used for SED in [27].
2.1.2 Non-negative matrix factorization (NMF)
NMF [28] is a method that can decompose a signal to a linear combination of coeffi-
cients of a dictionary, and NMF has been applied to both image processing [28] and
music transcription [29]. NMF can be described as follows. A collection of signals
are denoted by X. The signals can be factorized by X = WH where W represents
the dictionary and H is the hidden representation. In NMF, the values in dictionary
W are non-negative which is suitable for spectrogram decomposition. Both the dic-
tionary W and the hidden representation H are unknown in the learning step. To
solve this non-convex problem, W and H are obtained by an iterative optimization
procedure. The optimization can be implemented with a multiplication algorithm
with fast convergence [30]. In inference, the estimation of latent representation H
of a signal X can be obtained by factorizing X using the learned dictionary W.
The advantage of a NMF model is that each source can be modelled by a linear
combination of dictionaries. However, NMF is based on the linear assumption of
dictionaries which may not be sufficient enough to model non-linear signals.
2.1.3 Support vector machines (SVMs)
SVMs were developed in the 1990’s [31]. An SVM constructs a hyperplane or set
of hyperplanes in a high dimensional space which can be used for classification and
regression. SVMs can be used to build non-linear classifiers by introducing kernels.
SVMs are discriminative models which do not predict the probability distribution
of data like generative models such as GMMs. SVMs have been used for image
classification [31] audio classification [32]. One advantage of an SVM is that its
theory is well defined. However, SVM methods does not scale to large datasets.
Further details can be obtained in [31].
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2.2 Neural networks
This thesis applies neural network based methods for audio tagging and SED. Neu-
ral network methods are introduced in this subsection. The early work of neural
network based methods can be traced to the 1940s, where Hebb [33] created a learn-
ing hypothesis based on the mechanism of neural plasticity that became known as
Hebbian learning. Rosenblatt created the perceptron in 1958 [34], an algorithm for
pattern recognition based on a two-layer learning computer network using simple
addition and subtraction. In 1975, the backpropagation algorithm was proposed to
train a neural network [35]. The Hopfield network [36] is a form of recurrent artifi-
cial neural network popularized by John Hopfield in 1982. Backpropagation algo-
rithm is popularized after the work of learning representations by back-propagation
errors [37]. In 1989, the convolutional neural network [38] was proposed for recog-
nizing hand-written numbers. Similarly, a time delay neural network (TDNN) was
proposed in 1990 for speech recognition. Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) are
kinds of neural networks which are able to carry history information to the current
state. Early work of RNNs was carried by Elman [39] and Jordan [40] network.
Backpropagation through time (BPTT) is an algorithm to train RNNs [41]. RNNs
were usually difficult to train due to the gradient vanish or explosion problem. In
1997, long-short term memory [42] introduced gate mechanism to solve the gradi-
ent vanish or explosion problem.
The revival of neural networks started from 2006, when a fast algorithm was
proposed to train deep belief nets [43]. In 2012, a CNN known as AlexNet [44]
with five layers was proposed for ImageNet classification and achieved a state-of-
the-art top-five accuracy of 17.0%. Since 2012, neural networks have attracted
much research interest from the machine learning community. As recent neural
networks usually consist of more layers than those proposed in 1990s, the neural
networks after 2010s were also called “deep learning” models. For example, neural
networks such as VGGish [45] has a depth of tens layers and ResNet [46] has a
depth of hundreds of layers. Deep learning has been applied to several fields such
as computer vision [44, 45, 46], natural language processing [47, 48] and speech
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and audio processing [49, 50, 51].
2.2.1 fully-connected neural networks
A fully-connected neural network is a kind of neural network where an input is
transformed to high-level hidden representations via several non-linear transforms.
To explain, the input is denoted as a vector x. Then the fully-connected neural
network can be written as:
h1 = φ(W1x+b1)
h2 = φ(W2h1+b2)
...
hL = φ(WLhL−1+bL)
(2.1)
where L is the number of hidden layers. and φ is a non-linear transform such as
the ReLU [52] non-linearity or sigmoid non-linearity. The symbols hl, l = 1, ...,L
represent the activation of each layer. For a scalar x, the ReLU and sigmoid non-
linearity are defined as follows:
ReLU(x) = max(x,0) (2.2)
sigmoid(x) =
1
1+ e−x
(2.3)
The parameters Wl and bl are learnable. Fully-connected neural network has been
applied to many tasks such as image classification [53] and speech enhancement
[54]. For a classification problem, a network maps input data to a high-level repre-
sentation hL followed by a linear discriminator. In addition to the fully-connected
neural network, many variations such as convolutional neural networks and recur-
rent neural networks have been proposed which will be introduced as follows.
2.2.2 Convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
CNNs are variations of fully-connected neural networks and were first developed
for digit classification [53] and speech recognition [55]. CNNs have been widely
used in computer vision and have achieved state-of-the-art performance in several
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tasks such as image classification [45] and audio tagging tasks [56]. The motivation
of CNNs is that input data usually have similar patterns in local areas. For example,
the local edge pattern of an image is shared across the whole image. CNN filters
are used to capture those local patterns. A conventional CNN consists of several
convolutional layers. Each convolutional layer usually contains a convolutional op-
eration, a non-linearity and a pooling operation. The convolution is used to detect
the local patterns of an input. The pooling operation is used for dimension reduc-
tion and selecting important information for classification. For audio tagging tasks
with weakly labelled data, information over time frames are maxed out, which is
designed to select the predominant information over time steps for clip-level classi-
fication. Finally, a fully-connected layer is applied to predict the presence of sound
events either at the clip-level or frame-level. The convolutional operation can be
denoted as:
hl = φ(Wl ∗hl−1+bl−1) (2.4)
where ∗ denotes the convolution operation. Similar to fully-connected neural net-
works, the parameters Wl and bl are learnable. CNNs have been applied success-
fully in many areas in the past 10 years [44, 57]. For example, AlexNet [44] is a
CNN with four layers. Later, a VGGish CNN [45] with 19 layers was developed.
ResNet [46] increased the CNN depth to over a hundred layers. Besides computer
vision, CNNs have also been used for speech recognition and natural language pro-
cessing [58].
2.2.3 Recurrent neural networks (RNNs)
RNNs are kinds of neural networks which take history information to predict the
current state. RNNs have been widely used in modeling sequential signals such as
in natural language [59] and audio [51]. Unlike fully-connected neural networks
and CNNs, RNNs take both the previous layers output and the output from the
previous time step to predict the current state:
htl = φ(Wlh
t
l−1+Hlh
t−1
l +bl−1). (2.5)
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One advantage of RNNs is that they can model a sequence with variable length
without increasing the number of parameters. However, conventional RNNs suffer
from gradient vanish and explosion problem because the RNN depths increases
linearly with the length of a sequence. Long short term memory (LSTM) [42] was
proposed for solving this problem by introducing constant information flow and
a gating mechanism. Gated linear unit (GLU) [60] simplified LSTM by applying
forget and reset gates to model long sequences.
2.2.4 Decision theory
Decision theory is used to derive the loss function for training neural networks,
and can be explained in a probabilistic way. Binary cross-entropy is typically used
for binary classification problems. If the target is y ∈ {0,1}, assuming the data
distribution is a Bernoulli distribution with probability µ that an event happens. We
denote a dataset as D = {x,y}. Then the probability density function can be written
as:
p(D|θ) = µy(1−µ)1−y (2.6)
Usually in a neural network based method we model the µ with f (x;θ). For ex-
ample, f (x;θ) can be a fully-connected or a convolutional neural network. The
parameters θ controls the output of the neural network. The goal is to maximize the
likelihood p(D|θ) with respect to the parameters θ . To maximize the likelihood, we
first apply the logarithm operation on (2.6). The task is to minimize the following
equation which is called binary cross-entropy.
lbce =−ylog f (x)− (1− y)log(1− f (x)) (2.7)
Equation (2.9) is obtained by maximizing the likelihood function. Another way to
estimate the parameters θ is by maximizing a posterior:
p(θ |D) = p(D|θ)p(θ) (2.8)
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Usually the distribution on the parameters θ are assumed to be Gaussian, such as
p(θ)∼ N(0,σ2). By maximizing the logarithm of (2.8) the loss function became:
lbce+λ ‖θ‖2 (2.9)
where λ is a constant correlated with σ . The term λ ‖θ‖2 introduces regularisation
on the parameters θ . Thus the regularization is explained with the maximum a
posterior theory.
2.2.5 Learning and inference
The neural networks mentioned above are modeled by a set of parameters. These
parameters can be optimized by using a labelled dataset. The prediction of a neural
network is denoted as f (x). In training, to begin with, all parameters are initialized
randomly. These parameters are then optimized using gradient descent methods.
For a gradient descent method, the optimization can be written as [44]:
θ ← θ −α ∂J(θ)
∂θ
(2.10)
where J(θ) is a loss function, such as the mean squared error loss:
J(θ) =
N
∑
n=1
‖ f (xn;θ)−yn‖2 (2.11)
where f (x) and y are prediction and ground truth target of the n-th sample, re-
spectively. Gradient based methods includes AdaGrad [61] and Adam [62] which
usually speed up convergence when training. The Adam optimizer is described
in Algorithm 1. The loss function equation (2.11) can be calculated with back-
propagation methods.
In the past, one difficulty in learning is that the gradient of parameters may
explode or vanish with the increased number of layers. Recently several techniques
such as ReLU non-linearity [52], batch Normalization [63] and residual connection
[46] techniques were introduced to solve this problem. Many recent deep learning
toolboxes such as Tensorflow [64] and PyTorch [65] provide automatic gradient
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Algorithm 1 Adam optimization. Symbol g2t indicates the elementwise square gt
gt . Learning rate is denoted as α . Hyper-parameters are set to β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999
and ε = 10−8 following [62].
1: Inputs: parameters Θ.
2: Init Θ0,m0 = 0,v0 = 0, t = 0
3: while Θ not converged do
4: t← t+1
5: gt =5ΘJ
6: mt ← β1mt−1+(1−β1)gt
7: vt ← β2vt−1+(1−β2)g2t
8: mˆt ← mt/(1−β t1)
9: vˆt ← vt/(1−β t2)
10: Θt ←Θt−1−α · mˆt/(
√
vˆt + ε)
computation function using computation graph theory. After optimising parameters
θ , the prediction f (x) can be obtained by forwarding the input to the neural network.
2.3 Dataset survey
This section investigates public available datasets for audio tagging and SED. Many
of these datasets have been collected by researchers and are not public available.
2.3.1 CLEAR 2007
Classification of events, activities and relationships (CLEAR) 2007 [66] is an inter-
national effort to evaluate systems that are designed for perceiving people’s identi-
ties, activities, interactions and relationships in human-human interaction scenarios,
and related scenarios. CLEAR 2007 includes several video object tracking tasks
and an acoustic event detection task. The task acoustic event detection required the
submitted systems to automatically detect 12 acoustic events such as “door knock”
and “steps”. Such sound events in CLEAR 2007 may overlap with other acoustic
events such as speech. Therefore, CLEAR 2007 is a polyphonic SED task. That is,
multiple sound events can occur in the same time.
2.3.2 FreeSound
FreeSound1 is an online platform for the collaborative creation of open audio
datasets. There are several datasets which used audio recordings from FreeSound
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listed below.
(1) UrbanSound [67] is a 2014 dataset collected from Freesound1 with a tax-
omony of 10 classes including such as “street”, “child” and “dog”. UrbanSound
contains 27 hours of audio including a subset of 18.5 hours of human annotated
sounds across 10 sound classes. The percentage of UrbanSound dataset is to fa-
cilitate the development of systems for the classification of urban environmental
sounds. UrbanSound introduces an ontology with four top level groups: human, nat-
ural, mechanical and music, where each group contains several subclasses. Urban-
Sound contain sounds that occur in an urban environment and are real-recordings. In
addition to the UrbanSound dataset, UrbanSound8K contains 8,732 labelled sound
excerpts less than 4 seconds each of urban sounds.
(2) FreeField1010 [68] is an early dataset comprising audio excerpts from the
FreeSound platform. Freefield1010 consists of 7,690 audio clips sampled from the
field-recording tag. The dataset is designed for audio based data mining.
(3) ESC-50 dataset [69] consists of 2000 labelled environmental recordings
extracted from Freesound platform. ESC-10 [69] is a selection of 10 classes dataset.
In addition, ESC-50 is equally balanced between 50 classes with five loosely defined
major categories such as “animal sounds” and “human sounds”.
(4) FreeSound Dataset (FSD) [70] is a snapshot dataset using audio excerpts
extracted from the FreeSound platform. FSD contains 23,519 audio clips of 119
hours audio. The audio excerpts have a variable length and a maximum length of
90s. The dataset is weakly labelled.
(5) FSDnoisy18k [71] is another dataset selected from Freesound aiming at
investigate the influence of noisy labels on classification. FSDnoisy18k consists of
42.5 hours of audio across 20 sound classes, including manually-verified data and
real world noisy data.
2.3.3 AudioSet
AudioSet [50] is a large-scale dataset of manually annotated audio events developed
by Google. AudioSet consists of an expanding ontology of 632 audio event classes
1http://www.freesound.org
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and a collection of 2,084,320 human-labeled 10-second sound clips drawn from
YouTube videos. The ontology is specified as a hierarchical graph of event cate-
gories, covering a wide range of human and animal sounds, musical instruments
and genres, and common everyday environmental sounds. The raw waveform are
not released due to copyright. Instead, the bottleneck features extracted by a pre-
trained VGGish network [72] are released. The VGGish network are pretrained on
YouTube-100M data [72].
2.3.4 DCASE Challenge data
DCASE is the abbreviation of Detection and Classification of Acoustic Scenes and
Events. DCASE consists of a series of challenges in 2013 [19], 2016 [13], 2017 [21]
and 2018 [73]. The DCASE challenge in each year consists several tasks including
acoustic scene classification, SED and audio tagging. Acoustic scene classification
is a task to classify an audio clip to a predefined acoustic scene such as “street” or
“office”. SED is a task to detect the onset and offset times of polyphonic sound
events. Audio tagging is a task to assign one or several tags to an audio clip. The
first DCASE challenge was held in 2013 [19] with an acoustic scene classification
and a SED task. DCASE 2016 and 2017 expand the number of subtasks to four.
The most recent DCASE challenge was held in 2018.
A survey of datasets is shown in Table. 2.1. Datasets collected in early years
have a limited number of audio recordings. Datasets collected in recent years such
as AudioSet have a large scale of data. This motivates us to utilise the large scale
weakly labelled data for audio tagging and SED.
2.4 Features
Early work on audio tagging and SED applies manually selected features. For ex-
ample, energy and auto-correlation are employed in [74] to detect silence, voice,
music and noise. Linear prediction coefficient (LPC) is used to detect the sound
of water and metal in [75]. Mel frequency cepstrum coefficients (MFCC) [76, 77]
have been widely used in audio tagging and speech recognition. Recently the log
mel spectrogram has been used in speech and audio processing [78, 72, 79]. I-vector
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Table 2.1: Datasets for audio tagging and SED
Name Number of recordings Total duration Classes number
CLEAR 2017 [66] - 5.0 h 12
UrbanSound [67] 1,302 27.0 h 10
Freefield1010 [68] 7,690 - 9
ESC-50 [69] 2,000 - 50
FSD [70] 23,519 119 h 398
FSDnoisy18k [71] 18k 42.5h 20
AudioSet [50] 2,084,320 5,800 h 527
DCASE2018 Task1 11,040 30.7 h 10
DCASE2018 Task2 18,873 - 41
DCASE2018 Task3 48,310 134 h 2
DCASE2018 Task4 57,157 159 h 10
DCASE2018 Task5 145,776 405 h 9
feature has been used in acoustic scene classification in [80].
2.5 Summary
This section introduces the background of SED. The conventional methods for SED
include GMM, NMF and SVM are reviewed. Then neural network methods are in-
troduced in this section. The architectures of neural networks includes such as fully-
connected neural networks, CNNs and RNNs. The theory of neural networks and
the learning and inference of neural networks are introduced. Finally the datasets
and acoustic features for audio tagging and SED are introduced.
Chapter 3
Audio tagging with weakly labelled
data
3.1 Audio Tagging
Audio tagging is a task to predict the presence or absence of sound events in an
audio clip. There can be multiple tags in an audio clip. Audio tagging has attracted
much research interests in recent years, such as the classification of the CHiME
Home dataset [81], the UrbanSound dataset [67] and datasets from the the Detec-
tion and Classification of Acoustic Scenes and Events (DCASE) challenges in 2013
[17], 2016 [13], 2017 [21] and 2018 [73]. The DCASE 2018 Challenge includes
acoustic scene classification [73], general purpose audio tagging [82] and bird audio
classification [83] tasks.
3.2 Weakly labelled data
Many datasets for audio tagging are weakly labelled, for example, AudioSet [14].
That is, only the tag of an audio recording is known, without knowning the onset and
offset times of the sound events in the audio recording. Weakly labelled data (WLD)
tagging problem can be solved using the multiple instance learning (MIL) methods
[84]. Using the terminology from MIL, A weakly labelled dataset consists of a set
of bags where each bag is a collection of instances. For a particular sound class, a
positive bag contains at least one positive instance, while a negative bag contains
no positive instances. The n-th bag in the dataset is denoted as Bn = {xn1, ...,xnTn}
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where Tn is the number of instances in the bag. An instance xnt ∈RM in the bag has
a dimension of M. A weakly labelled dataset can be denoted as D = {Bn,yn}Nn=1,
where yn ∈ {0,1}K denotes the tags of bag Bn and K and N are the number of classes
and training samples, respectively. In a weakly labelled dataset, each bag Bn has
associated tags but the tags of individual instances xnt within the bag are unknown
[85]. For example, in the AudioSet dataset, a bag consists of instances which are
bottleneck features which are obtained by forwarding a logmel spectrogram to a
pre-trained VGGish convolutional neural network [14]. In the following sections
the training sample index n and the time index t are omitted to simplify notations.
Previous audio tagging systems using WLD have been based on the bag-of-
words (BOW) model [86, 87] where all instances in an audio clip inherit the tags
of the audio clip. That is, all frames of of an audio clip have the same tags as the
original audio clip. In training, instance-level classifiers are trained on the individ-
ual instances. In inference, bag-level predictions are obtained by aggregating the
instance-level predictions [88]. Recently convolutional neural networks have been
applied to audio tagging [51] where the log spectrogram of an audio clip is used as
input to a CNN classifier without predicting the individual instances explicitly. At-
tention neural networks have been proposed for AudioSet tagging in [89, 90]. Later
a clip level and segment level model with attention supervision is proposed in [91].
3.3 Audio tagging with attention neural networks
3.3.1 Bag of words model
We first introduce the BOW model [86, 87] for audio tagging, which assumes that
all instances in a bag inherit the tags of the bag. An instance-level classifier f is
trained on the individual instances: f : x 7→ f (x), where f (x) ∈ [0,1]K predicts
the presence probabilities of sound classes. The function f (·) depends on a set of
learnable parameters θ which can be optimized by using gradient descent methods
with the following loss function:
l( fθ (x),y) = d( fθ (x),y), (3.1)
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where y ∈ {0,1}K are the tags of the instance x and d(·, ·) is a loss function which
can be defined in terms of binary cross-entropy (2.9). For multiclass classification
the binary cross-entropy is averaged across multiple classes:
d( fθ (x),y) =−
K
∑
k=1
[yklog fθ (x)k +(1− yk)log(1− fθ (x)k], (3.2)
where y = [y1, ...,yK] is the target. In inference, the prediction of a bag is obtained
by aggregating the predictions of individual instances in the bag such as by majority
voting [88]. The BOW model has been applied to many tasks such as information
retrieval [92] due to its simplicity and efficiency. However the assumption that all
instances inherit the tags of a bag is incorrect. For example, some sound events may
only occur a short time in an audio clip.
3.3.2 Attention neural networks
Attention neural networks were first proposed for natural language processing [93,
94], where the words in a sentence are attended differently for machine translation.
Attention neural networks are designed to attend to important words and ignore
irrelevant words. Attention models have also been applied to computer vision such
as image captioning [95] and information retrieval [96]. Attention neural networks
for audio tagging and sound event detection with WLD are proposed in my previous
work [89, 97]: these were ranked first in the DCASE 2017 Task 4 challenge [97]. In
a similar way to the BOW model, attention neural networks build an instance-level
classifier f (x) for individual instances x. In contrast to the BOW model, attention
neural networks do not assume that instances in a bag have the same tags as the
bag. As a result, there is no instance-level ground truth for supervised learning
using equation (3.1). To solve this problem, the instance-level predictions f (x) are
aggregated to a bag-level prediction F(B) by:
F(B)k = ∑
x∈B
p(x)k f (x)k, (3.3)
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where p(x)k is a weight of f (x)k which is referred to as an attention function. The
attention function p(x)k should satisfy:
∑
x∈B
p(x)k = 1, (3.4)
p(xk)≥ 0 (3.5)
so that the bag-level prediction can be seen as a weighted sum of the instance-level
prediction. Both the attention function p(x) and the instance-level classifier f (x)
depend on a set of learnable parameters. The attention function p(x)k controls how
much a prediction f (x)k should be attended. An instance being attended means
it has large value of weight. Large values of p(x)k indicates that f (x)k should be
attended while small p(x)k indicates that f (x)k should be ignored. To satisfy the
constraint of equation (3.5), the attention function p(x)k can be modelled with:
p(x)k = v(x)k/∑
x∈B
v(x)k, (3.6)
where v(·) can be any non-negative function to ensure p(·) to be summed to 1. The
non-negative function v(x) can be obtained by applying non-linear function such as
a sigmoid or ReLU non-linearity on x.
An extension of the attention neural network in (3.3) is the multi-level attention
model [90] where multiple attention modules are applied to utilize the hierarchical
information of neural networks:
F(B) = g(F1(B), ...,FL(B)), (3.7)
where Fl(B) is the output of the l-th attention module and L is the number of atten-
tion modules. Then a mapping g is used to map from the predictions of L attention
modules to the final prediction of a bag. The multi-level attention neural network
has achieved the state-of-the-art performance in AudioSet tagging [90]. The results
are shown in the later experiments section.
In the next section the attention neural networks are categorized into an multi-
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ple instance learning (MIL) framework.
3.4 Multiple instance learning
Multiple instance learning (MIL) [98, 84] is a type of supervised learning method.
Instead of receiving a set of labelled instances, the learner receives a set of labelled
bags. MIL methods have many applications. Inspired by the MIL methods, a sound
event detection system trained on WLD [15] was proposed. General MIL meth-
ods include the expectation-maximization diversity density (EM-DD) method [99],
support vector machine (SVM) based methods [100] and neural network based MIL
methods [101, 102]. In [103] several MIL pooling methods were investigated in au-
dio classification. Attention based deep multiple instance learning is proposed in
[104].
In [85] MIL methods are grouped into three categories: The instance space (IS)
methods where the discriminative information is considered to lie at the instance-
level; The bag space (BS) methods where the discriminative information is consid-
ered to lie at the bag-level; The embedded space (ES) methods where each bag is
mapped to a single feature vector that summarizes the relevant information about a
bag. The IS, BS and ES methods are introduced as below.
3.4.1 Instance space methods
To simplify notations, the notation fθ is abbreviated as f in the following thesis.
In IS methods, an instance-level classifier f : x 7→ f (x) is used to predict the tags
of an instances x, where f (x) ∈ [0,1]K predicts the presence probabilities of sound
classes. The IS methods introduce aggregation functions [85] to convert an instance-
level classifier f to a bag-level classifier: F : B 7→ [0,1]K:
F(B) = agg({ f (x)}x∈B) . (3.8)
where agg(·) is an aggregation function. The classifier f depends on a set of learn-
able parameters. When the IS method is trained with equation (3.1) where each
instance inherits the tags of the bag, the IS method is equivalent to the BOW model.
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On the other hand, the IS method can be also trained using the bag level loss func-
tion:
l(F(B),y) = d(F(B),y) (3.9)
where y ∈ {0,1}K is the tag of the bag and d(·, ·) is the loss function such as the
binary crossentropy in equation (5.1).
To model the aggregation function, the standard multiple instance (SMI) as-
sumption and collective assumption (CA) are proposed in [85]. Under the SMI
assumption, a bag-level classifier can be obtained by:
F(B)k = max
x∈B
f (x)k (3.10)
where the subscript k denotes the k-th sound class of the instance-level prediction
f (x) and the bag-level prediction F(B). The instance-level prediction f (x) is mod-
eled by a neural network to predict the presence probability of sound events in an
audio clip. Under the SMI assumption, for the k-th sound class, only one instance
with the maximum prediction probability is chosen as a positive instance.
One problem with the SMI assumption is that a positive bag may contain more
than one positive instance. In SED, some sound classes such as ambulance siren
may last for several seconds and may occur in many instances. In contrast to the
SMI assumption, with the CA assumption all the instances in a bag contribute
equally to the classification of the bag. The bag-level prediction can be obtained
by averaging the instance-level predictions:
F(B) =
1
|B| ∑x∈B
f (x). (3.11)
The symbol |B| denotes the number of instances in bag B. Equation (3.11) shows
that CA is based on the assumption that all the instances in a positive bag is positive.
3.4.2 Bag space methods
Instead of building an instance-level classifier, the BS methods regard a bag B as
an entirety. Building a classification model on the bags rely on a distance func-
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tion D(·, ·) : B×B 7→ R. The distance function can be, for example, the Hausdorff
distance [105]:
D(B1,B2) = min
x1∈B1,x2∈B2
‖x1−x2‖ . (3.12)
In equation (3.12) the distance between two bags is the minimum distance between
the instances in bag B1 and B2. Then this distance function can be plugged into a
standard distance-based classifier such as a k-nearest neighbour (k-NN) or a sup-
port vector machine (SVM) algorithm. The computational complexity of (3.12) is
|B1||B2| which is larger than the IS and the ES methods described below.
3.4.3 Embedded space methods
Different from the instance space (IS) methods, the embedding space (ES) methods
do not classify individual instances. Instead, the ES methods define an embedding
mapping from a bag to an embedding vector:
femb : B 7→ h. (3.13)
The function femb can be modeled by a convolutional neural network on the input
log mel spectrogram representation of an audio clip. Then the classification of a
bag is obtained by applying a classification function g on the embedding vector:
F(B) = g(h). (3.14)
The embedding mapping femb can be modelled in many ways, for example, by
aggregating the statistics of the instances such as averaging all instances in a bag,
as in the simple MI method in [106]:
h =
1
|B| ∑x∈B
x. (3.15)
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Alternatively, the mapping can be obtained in terms of the max-min operations on
the instances [107]: 
h = (a1, ...,aM,b1, ...,bM)
am = max
x∈B
(xm)
bm = min
x∈B
(xm)
(3.16)
where xm is the m-th dimension of x. Equation (3.16) shows that for each dimension
only one instance with the maximum or the minimum value is chosen, while other
instances have no contribution to the embedding vector h. The ES methods sum-
marize a bag with different number of instances to a vector of fixed size. Similar
methods have been proposed in natural language processing to summarize sentences
with variable words to a fixed size representation [108].
3.5 Attention neural networks under MIL
In this section, the neural networks method in [89, 90] are shown to belong to the
instance space based MIL frameworks. These attention neural networks are re-
ferred to decision-level attention neural networks because the prediction of a bag is
obtained by aggregating the decisions of instances (3.8). Then feature-level atten-
tion neural networks are proposed inspired by the ES methods with attention in the
hidden layers.
3.5.1 Decision-level attention neural networks
IS methods predict the tags of a bag by aggregating the prediction of individual
instances in the bag described in (3.8). Section 3.4.1 shows that conventional IS
methods are based on either the standard multiple instance (SMI) assumption (3.10)
or the collective assmuption (CA) (3.11). The problem of the SMI assumption is that
only one instance in a bag is considered to be positive for a sound class while other
instances are not considered. The SMI assumption is not appropriate for bags with
more than one positive instances for a sound class. On the other hand, CA assumes
that all instances in a positive bag are positive. CA is not appropriate for sound
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Figure 3.1: (a) Joint detection and classification (JDC) model; (b) Self attention neural
network in [1]; (c) Proposed attention neural network.
events that only last for a short time. This is because CA is based on all segments
in an audio clip inherit the tags of an audio clip. To address the problem of the SMI
assumption and CA, based on the IS methods in equation (3.8), different weights
are assigned to different segments. So a decision-level attention neural network is
proposed to learn an attention function to weight the predictions of instances in a
bag:
F(B)k = agg({ f (x)k}x∈B)
= ∑
x∈B
p(x)k f (x)k
(3.17)
where p(x) is an attention function modeled by (3.6). Equation (3.17) is decision-
level attention neural network because the attention function p(x) is multiplied with
the predictions of the instances f (x) to obtain the bag-level prediction. The atten-
tion function p(x) controls how much the prediction of an instance f (x) should
be attended or ignored. Equation (3.17) can be seen as a general case of the SMI
assumption and CA. When one instance x in a bag has value of p(x) = 1 with
other p(x) = 0, then (3.17) is equivalent to the SMI assumption in (3.10). When
p(x) = 1|B| for all instances in a bag then equation (3.17) is equivalent to CA.
Fig. 3.1 shows different ways to model the decision-level attention neural net-
work in equation (3.17). For example, Fig. 3.1(a) shows my the joint detection
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and classification (JDC) model [109] with attention function p and the classifier f
modeled by separate branches. Fig. 3.1(b) shows the self attention neural network
[1] proposed in natural language processing. Fig. 3.1 shows the JDC improved
by using shared layers for the attention function p and the classifier f before they
separate in the penultimate layer.
In all of the attention neural networks in Fig. 3.1, both p and f depend on a
set of learnable parameters which can be optimized with gradient descent methods
using the loss function in equation (3.9). For the proposed model in Fig. 3.1(c), the
attention function p and the classifier f share the low level layers. The output of
the layer before they separate are denoted as x′. The mapping from x to x′ can be
modeled by, for example, fully connected layers:
x′ = fFC(x). (3.18)
The classifier f can be modeled by:
f (x) = σ(W1x′+b1) (3.19)
where σ(x) = 1/(1+ e−x) is a sigmoid function. The attention function p can be
modeled by:
v(x′)k = φ1(U1x′+ c1) (3.20)
p(x)k = v(x′)k/∑
x∈B
v(x′)k (3.21)
where U1 is a matrix and c1 is a bias. The symbol φ1(·) can be any non-negative
function to ensure v(x)k is non-negative and p(x)k is summed to 1.
3.5.2 Feature-level attention neural network
The limitation of the decision-level attention neural networks is that the attention
function p(x) is only applied to the prediction of the instances f (x) as shown in
equation (3.17). In this section attention are proposed to the hidden layers of a
neural network. This is inspired by the ES methods in equation (3.13) where a bag
B is mapped to a fixed size vector h before being classified. Equation (3.13) is
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modelled with attention aggregation:
h j = ∑
x∈B
q(x) ju(x) j (3.22)
where both q(x) ∈ [0,1]J and u(x) ∈ RJ have a dimension of J. The embedded
vector h ∈RJ summarizes the information of a bag. Then the classification of a bag
B can be obtained by classifying the embedding vector:
F(B) = f (h) (3.23)
The probability q(x) j in equation (3.22) is the attention function of u(x) j and should
satisfy:
∑
x∈B
q(x) j = 1. (3.24)
We model u(x) with:
u(x) = ψ(W2x′+b1) (3.25)
where W2 is a matrix and b1 is a bias. Symbol ψ can be any linear or non-linear
function to increase the representation ability of the model. The attention function
q can be modeled by:
w(x′) j = φ2(U2x′+ c2) (3.26)
q(x) j = w(x′) j/∑
x∈B
w(x′) j (3.27)
where w(x) j can be any non-negative function to ensure w(x′) j is non negative and
q(x) j sums to 1.
The difference between the feature-level attention function q(x) and the
decision-level attention function p(x) is that the dimension of q(x) can be any value
while the dimension of p(x) is fixed to the number of sound classes K. Therefore the
capacity of the decision-level attention neural networks is limited. A small network
has smaller capacity and may underfit data. A large network has larger capacity and
may overfit data. With the increased dimension of q(x), the capacity of feature-level
attention neural networks is increased to fit the AudioSet data. The decision-level
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attention function attends to the predictions of instances while the feature-level at-
tention function attends to the features so is equivalent to feature selection. The
multi-level attention model [90] in equation (3.7) can be seen as a special case of
the feature-level attention model with embedding vector h= (F1(B), ...,FL(B)). The
performance of the multi-level attention model shows that the feature-level atten-
tion neural networks have the potential to perform better than the decision-level
attention neural networks. The results is shown in later experiments section.
3.5.3 Modeling the attention function with different non-
linearity functions
We adopt Fig. 3.1(c) as the backbone of our attention neural networks. The attention
function p and q for the decision-level and feature-level attention neural networks
are obtained via non-negative functions φ1 and φ2, respectively. The function φ1 and
φ2 appearing in the summation term of the denominator of in equation (3.21) and
equation (3.27) may affect the optimization of the attention neural networks. We
investigate modeling φ2 in the feature-level attention neural networks with different
non-negative functions including ReLU [52], exponential, sigmoid, softmax and
network in network (NIN) [110]. The ReLU function is defined as [52]:
φ(z) = max(z,0). (3.28)
The exponential function is defined as:
φ(z) = ez. (3.29)
The sigmoid function is defined as:
φ(z) =
1
1+ e−z
. (3.30)
For a vector z, the softmax function is defined as:
φ(z j) =
ez j
∑k ezk
. (3.31)
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Table 3.1: Different attention functions.
Function Equation
ReLU [52] max(z,0)
Exponential ez
Sigmoid 11+e−z
Softmax e
z j
∑k ezk
NIN [110] σ(H2(H1z+d1)+d2)
The network in network function [110] is proposed to decompose a layer to the
combination of several sublayers and is defined as:
φ(z) = σ(H2(H1z+d1)+d2) (3.32)
where σ is a sigmoid function defined in (3.30) and H1, H2 are transformation
matrices with d1 and d2 being biases. The different attention functions are sum-
marized in Table 3.1. Sigmoid function is different from softmax function where
sigmoid function is usually used in audio tagging with multiple tags where softmax
is usually used in one versus others classification task.
3.6 Experiments
3.6.1 Dataset
We evaluate the proposed attention neural networks on AudioSet [14] which con-
sists of 2,084,320 10-second audio clips extracted from YouTube videos with a hier-
archical ontology of 527 classes in the released version (v1). The training subset of
AudioSet is highly unbalanced where some sound classes such as speech contains
around 1 million audio clips while some sound classes such as toothbrush only con-
tains tens of audio clips. AudioSet contains a balanced training subset of 22,050
audio clips and and an evaluation set of 22,371 audio clips. In training, we use the
training subset for training and the evaluation subset for validation. Both the Keras
and PyTorch implementation of code is released online1. AudioSet consists of a
variety of sounds including environmental sounds and sound events. AudioSet is
1https://github.com/qiuqiangkong/audioset classification
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Figure 3.2: Distribution of the number of sound classes in an audio clip.
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Figure 3.3: A ResNet-50 model is trained on YouTube 100M dataset. Audio clips from
AudioSet is input to the trained ResNet-50 model to extract the bottleneck fea-
tures, which is released by AudioSet.
multiple labelled, where each audio clip may contain one or several sound classes.
Fig. 3.2 shows the statistics of the number of sound classes in an audio clip. All
audio clips contain at least one label. Out of over 2,084,320 audio clips, there are
896,045 audio clips containing one sound class, followed by around 684,166 audio
clips containing two sound classes. Only 4,661 audio clips have more than 7 labels.
Instead of providing raw audio waveforms, AudioSet provides bottleneck fea-
tures of audio clips. The bottleneck features are extracted from the bottleneck layer
of a ResNet convolutional neural network pre-trained on 70 million audio clips from
YouTube100M dataset [72]. To begin with, the 70 million training audio clips are
segmented to non-overlapping 960 ms segments. Each segment inherits all tags of
its parent video. Then a short time Fourier transform (STFT) is applied on each
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Figure 3.4: AudioSet statistics. Upper bars: The number of audio clips of a specific sound
class sorted in descending order plotted in log scale with respect to the sound
classes. Red stems: average precision (AP) of sound classes with the feature-
level attention model.
960 ms segment with a window size of 25 ms and a hop size of 10 ms to obtain a
spectrogram. Then a mel filter bank with 64 frequency bins is applied on the spec-
trograms followed by a logarithmic operation to obtain log mel spectrograms. A
log mel spectrogram of a 4-second audio clip is shown in Fig. 1.1. Each log mel
spectrogram of a segment has a shape of 96× 64 representing the time steps and
the number of mel frequency bins. [72] A ResNet-50 neural network [72] is trained
on these log mel spectrograms with 3087 most frequent labels. After training, the
ResNet-50 is used as a feature extractor. By input an audio clip to the ResNet-50
network, the outputs of the bottleneck layer are used as bottleneck features of the
audio clip. The framework of AudioSet feature extraction is shown in Fig. 3.3.
3.6.2 Evaluation criterion
We first introduce basic statistics [111] including: True positive (TP) where both
the reference and the system prediction indicate an event to be active; False negative
(FN) where the reference indicates an event to be active but the system prediction
indicates an event to be inactive. False positive (FP) where the system prediction
indicates an event to be active but the reference indicates inactive; True negative
(TN) where both the reference and the system prediction indicate an event to be
inactive. Precision (P) and recall (R) are defined as [111]:
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P =
TP
TP+FP
, R =
TP
TP+FN
. (3.33)
In addition, the false positive rate is defined as [111]:
FPR =
FP
FP+TN
. (3.34)
An average precision (AP) [14] is defined as the area under the recall-precision
curve of a specific class. The mean average precision (mAP) is the average value of
AP over all classes. AP is independent of TN. AUC is the area under the receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) created by plotting the recall against the false posi-
tive rate (FPR) at various threshold settings for a specific class. mAUC is used to
denote the average value of AUC over all classes. The AUC-ROC curve takes the
predicted probability and ground truth target as input. Calculating the AUC does
not require a threshold for the predictions. Different from AP, AUC considers TN
in classification. So AP and AUC provides different evaluation aspects of audio tag-
ging. The dynamic range of AUC is small when AUC is over 0.9, a transformation
of AUC called d-prime following [14] is used. D-prime is also widely used in signal
detection:
d-prime =
√
2F−1x (AUC), (3.35)
where F−1x is an inverse of the cumulative distribution function defined by:
Fx(x) =
∫ x
−∞
1√
2pi
e
−(x−µ)2
2 dx. (3.36)
In AudioSet tagging, mAP and mAUC are used as evaluation criteria.
3.6.3 Baseline system
We built baseline systems with BOW, IS and ES models without attention as de-
scribed in Section 3.3.1, 3.4.1 and 3.4.3, respectively. In the BOW model, a classi-
fier is trained on individual instances where each instance inherits the tags of a bag.
A three-layer fully connected neural network with 1024 hidden units and ReLU [52]
non-linearity is applied. Dropout [112] with a rate of 0.5 is used to prevent overfit-
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ting. This dropout rate is adopted from neural network architectures in computer vi-
sion which has shown to perform well across several tasks. These hyper-parameters
are selected experimentally. The loss function for training is given in (3.1). In
inference, the prediction is obtained by averaging the prediction of individual in-
stances. The IS models have the same structure as the BOW model. Different from
the BOW model, the instance-level predictions by the IS models are aggregated
to a bag-level prediction by either the SMI assumption in equation (3.10) or CA
in equation (3.11). The loss function is calculated from equation (3.9). The ES
method aggregates the instances of a bag to an embedded vector before classifica-
tion. The embedding function can be the averaging mapping in equation (3.15) or
max-min vector mapping in equation (3.16). Then the embedded vector is input to a
neural network in the same way as the BOW model. The loss function is calculated
from equation (3.9). Adam optimizer [62] with a learning rate of 0.001 is used in
training. The mini-batch size is set to 500. The networks are trained for a total
number of 50,000 iterations. The predictions of 9 models are averaged from 10,000
to 50,000 iterations as the final prediction to ensemble and stabilize the result. All
these hyper-parameters are selected experimentally.
AudioSet provides a training set of embeddings of around 2 million 10-second
audio clips and an evaluation set of embedding of 20 k 10-second audio clips. Table
3.2 shows the classification result of BOW, IS and ES baseline methods. The first
row shows that the random guess achieves an mAP of 0.005 and an AUC of 0.500.
BOW achieves an mAP of 0.293, slightly better than the IS methods with the CA
and SMI assumption with mAP of 0.281 and 0.273, respectively. The fifth to the
eigth rows show that both the ES methods with averaging and the max-min instances
perform better than the BOW and IS methods. Averaging the instances performs the
best in the ES methods with an mAP of 0.317.
3.6.4 Data balancing
AudioSet is highly imbalanced data as some sound classes such as speech and mu-
sic are more frequent than the others on the internet. In training neural networks
mini-batch is applied. The imbalanced data problem will slow down and lead to
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Table 3.2: Baseline results of BOW, IS and ES methods
mAP mAUC d-prime
Random guess 0.005 0.500 0.000
BOW [88] 0.293 0.960 2.483
(IS) SMI assumption [15] 0.292 0.960 2.471
(IS) CA 0.300 0.964 2.536
(ES) Average instances [106] 0.317 0.963 2.529
(ES) Max instance 0.284 0.958 2.443
(ES) Min instance 0.281 0.956 2.413
(ES) Max-min instance [107] 0.306 0.962 2.505
underfit performance of sound classes with few data. The upper bars in Fig. 3.4
show the number of audio clips per class sorted in a descending order (in log scale).
The data has a long-tailed distribution. Music and speech appear in almost 1 mil-
lion audio clips while some sounds such as gargling and toothbrush only appear in
hundreds of audio clips. AudioSet provides a balanced subset consisting of 22,160
audio clips. That is, there are almost equal number of audio recordings for each
class. The lower bars in Fig. 3.4 show the number of audio clips per class of the
balanced subset. When training a neural network, data are loaded in mini batches.
Without a balancing strategy the classes with fewer samples are less likely to be
selected in training. Several balancing strategies have been investigated in image
classification such as balancing frequent and infrequent classes [113]. Mini-batch
balancing strategy [89] following the AudioSet classification is used, where each
mini-batch is balanced to have approximately the same number of samples in train-
ing the neural network. Only the training set is balanced while the evaluation set is
not balanced.
mAP is the major evaluation metric in our experiment for comparison proposed
in [14]. The significance of systems is an important issue in statistics learning. Due
to the long training time many neural network based methods have not presented
the significance of systems such as [14]. For comparison with those methods we
only report the mAP, mAUC and d-prime of the proposed systems without the sig-
nificance analysis. We will carry on the significance analysis in future work.
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Table 3.3: Results of IS average instances method with different balancing strategy.
mAP AUC d-prime
Balanced data 0.274 0.949 2.316
Full data (no bal. training) 0.268 0.950 2.331
Full data (bal. training) 0.317 0.963 2.529
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Figure 3.5: Class-wise AP of sound events using the IS average instances model trained
with different balancing strategy. Abbreviations: Tr.: Training; Te.: Testing;
bal.: training with balanced subset; full: trained with full dataset; w/o: without
mini-batch data balancing; w.: with mini-batch data balancing.
We first investigate the performance of training on the balanced subset only
and training on the full data. The best baseline model is adopted in Section 3.6.3,
that is the ES average instances model. Table 3.3 shows that the model trained with
only the balanced subset achieves an mAP of 0.274. The model trained with the
full dataset without balancing achieves an mAP of 0.268. The model trained with
balancing strategy achieves an mAP of 0.317. Fig. 3.5 shows the class-wise AP. The
dashed and solid curves show the training and testing AP, respectively. In addition,
Fig. 3.5 shows that the AP is not always positively related to the number of training
samples. For example, when using full data for training, “bagpipes” has 1,715
audio clips but achieves an mAP of 0.884, while sound classes such as “Outside”
has 34,117 audio clips but only achieves an AP of 0.093. For a majority of sound
classes, the improvement of AP is small compared to training on the full dataset with
training on the balanced subset. For example, there are 60 and 1,715 “bagpipes”
audio clips in the balanced subset and the full dataset, respectively. Their APs are
0.873 and 0.884, respectively, indicating that collecting more data for “bagpipes”
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Figure 3.6: Class-wise AP of sound events predicted using different models.
does not substantially improve its classification result.
To investigate how AP is related to the number of training examples, the Pear-
son correlation efficient (PCC)2 is calculated. PCC is a number between -1 and +1.
PCCs of -1, 0, +1 indicate negative correlation, no correlation and positive correla-
tion, respectively. The null hypothesis is that the correlation of the pair of random
variables is 0. The p-value indicates the probability when the null hypothesis is
satisfied. If the p-value is lower than the conventional 0.05 the PCC is called sta-
tistically significant. Table 3.4 shows that AP and the number of training examples
have a correlation with a PCC of 0.169 and the p-value is 9.35×10−5. The p value
of 9.35× 10−5 << 1 indicates that the mAP and the number of training examples
are correlated. A PCC of 0.169 indicates the correlation is not very strong. In ad-
dition, we investigate the Spearman’s rank correlation between the number of train-
ing samples and average precisions and Spearman’s rank correlation between labels
quality and average precisions. Spearman’s rank correlation assesses how well the
relationship between two variables can be described using a monotonic function. A
perfect Spearman correlation of +1 or 1 occurs when each of the variables is a per-
fect monotone function of the other. The Spearman’s rank correlation between the
number of training samples and average precision is 0.156. The Spearman’s rank
correlation between the labels quality and average precision is 0.223. The results
showed that there is not a strong correlation between either the training samples or
2Given a pair of random variables X and Y , a PCC is calculated as cov(X, Y)σXσY , where cov(·, ·) is the
covariance of two variables and σ is the standard deviation of the random variables.
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Table 3.4: Correlation of mAP with training samples and labelling accuracy of sound
classes.
PCC p-value
Training samples 0.169 9.35×10−5
Labels quality 0.230 7 ×10−7
labels qualities and average precision.
3.6.5 Noisy labels
AudioSet contains noisy tags [14], that is, some tags for training maybe incorrect.
There are three major reasons leading to the noisy tags in AudioSet [14]: 1) Con-
fusing labels, where some sound classes are easily confused with others; 2) Human
error, where the labelling procedure may be flawed; 3) Faint / non-salient sounds,
where some sound are too faint to recognize in an audio clip. Sound classes with a
high label confidence include such as “Christmas music” and “Accordion”. Sound
classes with a low label confidence include such as “Boiling” and “Bicycle”. The
authors of AudioSet conducted an internal quality assessment task where experts
checked 10 random segments for most of the classes. The quality is a value be-
tween 0 and 1 measured by the percentage of correctly labelled audio clips verified
by a human. The quality of labels is shown in Fig. 3.5 and 3.7 with red triangles.
Hyphen symbols are plotted for the classes that have not been evaluated. AP is
not always correlated positively with the quality of labels. For example, our model
achieves an AP of 0.754 in recognizing “harpsichord” than the human label quality
of 0.4. On the other hand, human achieves a label quality of 1.0 in “hiccup” than the
AP of our model of 0.076. Table 3.4 shows that AP and the quality of labels have
a weak PCC of 0.230, indicating AP is only weakly correlated with the quality of
labels. From this result we know that noisy labels are not always a serious problem
for audio tagging.
3.6.6 Attention neural networks
We evaluate the decision-level (3.21) and the feature-level attention (3.27) neural
networks in this subsection. The architecture in Fig. 3.1(c) is used as our model.
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The output x′ of the layer before the attention function and classifier bifurcate is
obtained by equation (3.18). Then the decision-level and feature-level attention
neural networks are modelled by equation (3.19) and (3.25), respectively. The first
row of Table 3.5 shows that the ES method with averaged instances achieves an
mAP of 0.317. The second and third rows show that the JDC model in Fig. 3.1(a)
and the self attention model in Fig. 3.1(b) achieve an mAP of 0.337 and 0.324,
respectively. The fourth and fifth row show that the decision-level attention neural
network achieves an mAP of 0.337, which is further improved by the decision-level
multiple attention neural network with an mAP of 0.357.
The results of the feature-level attention neural networks are shown in the bot-
tom block of Table 3.5. The ES methods with average and maximum aggregation
achieve an mAP of 0.298 and 0.343, respectively. Feature-level attention neural net-
work achieves an mAP of 0.361, outperforming the other models. One explanation
is that the feature-level attention neural network can attend to or ignore the fea-
tures in the feature space which further improves the capacity of the decision-level
attention neural network. Fig. 3.6 shows the class-wise performance of the atten-
tion neural networks. The feature-level attention neural network outperforms the
decision-level attention neural network and the ES method with averaged instances
in a majority of sound classes. The results of all 527 sound classes are shown in
Fig. 3.7 in the appendix.
3.6.7 Modeling attention function with different functions
As described in Section 3.5.3, the attention function q of the feature-level attention
neural network via non-negative function φ2 is used. The choice of the non-negative
function may affect the optimization and result of the attention neural network.
Table 3.6 shows that modeling φ2 with exponential, sigmoid, softmax and NIN
function achieves similar mAP of approximately 0.360. Modeling φ(·) with ReLU
is worse than the others.
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Table 3.5: Results of decision-level attention model and feature-level attention model
mAP AUC d-prime
Average instances [106] 0.317 0.963 2.529
JDC [109] 0.337 0.963 2.526
Self attention [104] 0.324 0.962 2.506
Decision-level single-attention [89] 0.337 0.968 2.612
Decision-level multi-attention [90] 0.357 0.968 2.621
Feature-level avg. pooling 0.298 0.960 2.475
Feature-level max pooling 0.343 0.966 2.589
Feature-level attention 0.361 0.969 2.641
Table 3.6: Results of modeling the non-negative φ2 with different non-negative functions.
mAP AUC d-prime
ReLU att 0.308 0.963 2.520
Exp. att 0.358 0.969 2.631
Sigmoid att 0.361 0.969 2.641
Softmax att 0.360 0.969 2.636
NIN [110] 0.359 0.969 2.637
3.6.8 Attention neural networks with different embedding
depth and width
As shown in (3.18), in our attention neural networks the instances x are mapped
to x′ through several embedding layers to increase the non-linearity representation
ability of the instances. The function fFC is modelled using the feature-level at-
tention neural network with fully connected layers with different depths. Table 3.7
shows that the mAP increases with the number of layers from 0 layers and reaches
a peak of 0.361 at 3 layers. More hidden layers than 3 do not increase the mAP.
The reason might be that the AudioSet bottleneck features obtained by a ResNet-50
trained on YouTube100M have good separability therefore there is no need to apply
very deep neural network to the AudioSet bottleneck features. On the other hand,
the YouTube100M data may have different distribution from the AudioSet. Our ex-
periments are carried on the embedding features of AudioSet as the raw waveform.
Based on the neural network modeled with three layers in the feature-level at-
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Table 3.7: Results of modeling the attention neural network with different layer depths.
Layers mAP AUC d-prime
0 0.328 0.963 2.522
1 0.356 0.967 2.605
2 0.358 0.968 2.620
3 0.361 0.969 2.641
4 0.356 0.969 2.637
6 0.348 0.968 2.619
8 0.339 0.967 2.595
10 0.331 0.966 2.579
Table 3.8: Results of modeling the feature-level attention neural network with different
number of hidden units.
Hidden units mAP AUC d-prime
256 0.305 0.962 2.512
512 0.339 0.967 2.599
1024 0.361 0.969 2.641
2048 0.369 0.969 2.640
4096 0.369 0.968 2.619
tention neural network, the effect of width of fFC is investigated. Table 3.8 shows
that with 2048 hidden units in each hidden layer mAP of 0.369 is achieved, outper-
forming the fFC modeled with 256, 512, 1024 and 4096 hidden units in each layer.
On the other hand, with 4096 hidden units maybe overfitting the model and does
not outperform the model with 2048 hidden units. All of these results are validation
results.
3.7 Discussion
We have presented the first work using decision-level and feature-level attention
neural networks for AudioSet tagging. The connection between multiple instance
learning and attention neural networks is built. The class-wise performance of all
the 527 sound classes in AudioSet is investigated and the experiment shows that
the AudioSet tagging performance on AudioSet embedding feature is only weakly
correlated with the number of training samples and quality of labels, with Pearson
correlation efficient of 0.169 and 0.230, respectively. In addition, the experiment
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shows the result of modeling the attention neural networks with different attention
functions, depths and widths. Our proposed feature-level attention neural network
achieves a state-of-the-art mean average precision (mAP) of 0.369 compared to the
best MIL method of 0.317 and the decision-level attention neural network of 0.337.
These are the state-of-the-art performance of AudioSet classification. In future,
I will explore weakly labelled sound event detection on AudioSet with attention
neural networks.
This chapter proposes audio tagging with weakly labelled data. In the next
chapter I will discuss how to train a model to infer not only the tags but also the
sound events in a weakly labelled audio clip, namely the sound event detection
problem.
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Figure 3.7: mAP of all sound classes predicted using different models. The red triangles
are the quality of labels. mAP are sorted in descending order across 527 sound
classes. The blue bars represent the training number of samples. The mAP
performance varies from class to class.
Chapter 4
Sound event detection with weakly
labelled data
Chapter 3 proposes audio tagging with weakly labelled data. In this section sound
event detection (SED) with weakly labelled data will be proposed. The previous
chapter discussed the AudioSet [14] tagging problem. AudioSet is a large scale
datasets consists of 10-second audio clips. AudioSet tagging is a weakly labelled
tagging problem due to the lack of the time stamps of the audio events occurring
in the 10-second clip. However, AudioSet tagging only needs to predict the tags
of audio clips but there is no needs to detect the onset and offset times of sound
events. Recently, the DCASE 2017 challenge Task 4 [21] introduced a large-scale
weakly supervised sound event detection task for smart cars. The dataset of this task
is a sub-set of AudioSet [14]. For each audio clip only the tags of audio clips are
provided but the onset and offset times of sound events are unknown. The DCASE
2017 Task 4 required participants not only to recognize the occurring audio tags,
but also to infer the time stamps of the audio events. If the class labels of indi-
vidual frames of an audio clip are predicted, we call this a frame-level prediction.
Detecting the sound events in frame-level is the main focus of this chapter.
Audio tagging is the backbone of the SED system. Similar to the previous
chapter, several CNN-based methods [114, 115, 72] have been proposed for audio
tagging. That features extracted by deep neural network is important for audio clas-
sification. Recently Google provided a VGG-style [45] feature extractor [72] for
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Audio Set [14]. This VGG-style neural network is a convolutional neural network
(CNN) consists of several convolutional layers. This chapter starts by using a CNN
trained on weakly labelled data for SED. In addition, the basic CNN model is im-
proved by proposing a learnable activation function and pooling method to replace
the commonly used ReLU activation function and max-pooling strategy [97].
Furthermore, the inception network inspired from computer vision [116, 2] is
also applied in this work. An Inception network is a kind of CNN with multi-scale
kernels can combine features from intermediate layers of a CNN. For example, an
ception network consists of several kernels with different kernel sizes. Moreover,
the gated linear unit proposed in the following chapter jointly used in the inception
network can attend on multi-scale audio features. The local attention scheme in
the inception network makes it different from the original inception network idea
adopted in image classification tasks [116, 2].
Sound event detection tasks can be divided into two categories according to the
availability of frame-level or clip-level labels. These are namely strongly supervised
sound event detection, when frame-level labels are given; and weakly supervised
sound event detection, if only clip-level labels are provided. Many deep learning
based methods [117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123] have been proposed for the
strongly supervised sound event detection task. However, the frame-level audio
event labels are hard to obtain in reality, in a similar way to pixel-level labels for
images. For example, DCASE 2017 challenge Task 4 large-scale weakly supervised
sound event detection for smart cars, is designed for audio tagging without the need
to predict the time stamps of audio events. The sub-task of DCASE 2017 Task 4
aims at predicting the temporal locations of audio events from weakly labelled data,
i.e., using clip-level labels only. This is also the main focus of our task. There are
several difficulties to detect the onset and offset times of audio events in a recording
clip from weakly labeled data. The audio events might be polyphonic, that is, there
can be multiple sound events in the same time.
In a summary, this chapter proposes a united inception-attention system for
both audio tagging and weakly supervised sound event detection. Secondly, a learn-
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able activation function and pooling strategy, also known as gated linear unit acti-
vation, is presented to be more effective than the commonly used ReLU activation
function and max-pooling. Thirdly, a new inception network is introduced to jointly
work with the local attention network to extract robust audio features. Finally, a
global attention layer is proposed to predict the frame-level prediction of sound
events from the weakly labelled data. The proposed system in this chapter achieved
the 1st place for the audio tagging task and 3rd place for the weakly supervised
sound event detection task [124]. Furthermore, in this chapter the performance of
the proposed system is improved by using the new inception neural network. The
performance of single system in this work has surpassed the best system in the
DCASE 2017 challenge Task 4.
The outline of the chapter is as follows. Section 4.1 proposes the convolutional
recurrent neural network baseline. Section 4.2 proposes a mini batch balancing
strategy for large-scale training. Section 4.3 proposes gated linear unit activation.
Section 4.4 proposes a global attention mechanism to learn frame-level sound event
detection from weakly labelled data. Section 4.6 describes the experimental setup
and discuss the results. Section 4.8 concludes this chapter.
4.1 Convolutional recurrent neural network baseline
We start with describing the convolutional recurrent neural network (CRNN) as a
baseline system for audio tagging and SED. The framework of the proposed CRNN
system is shown in Fig. 4.1. The input to the network is the log mel spectrogram
feature of an audio clip. The network consists of three convolutional blocks fol-
lowed by a recurrent layer. The recurrent layer is modelled by a bidirectional gated
linear unit. The dashed rectangle block in Fig. 4.1 shows a convolutional block.
Each convolutional block consists of two convolutional layers and a max pooling
layer to reduce the size of feature maps. Each convolutional layer contains a lin-
ear convolutional layer, a batch normalization layer [63] to stabilize and speed up
the training and a ReLU [52] non-linearity. The convolutional layers are used to
extract high level features from log mel spectrogram. In previous work in audio
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Figure 4.1: The proposed unified baseline model for audio tagging (AT) and weakly su-
pervised sound event detection (SED). The final outputs are the AT results.
SED predictions are extracted from the penultimate layer. Gated convolutional
block is shown in the blue dashed rectangle. The whole system has three similar
blocks in total.
tagging, global max pooling [51] was used as a summary of each feature map to
“max out” the time and frequency information of sound events. That is, only the
time-frequency unit with the maximum value of feature maps are selected. Global
max pooling will lose the temporal information of sound events. For sound event
detection, frame-wise prediction is needed. To solve this problem, global max pool-
ing is not applied on the feature maps. To begin with, a bidirectional RNN is applied
along the time axis on the feature maps to capture the long time dependency. Then
fully connected layer with shared width is applied to each frame followed by sig-
moid non-linearity to predict the presence probability of sound events. After the
GRU layer, the predictions of all frames are averaged to obtain the prediction for
the audio clip. In training a neural network the gradient of parameters can be de-
rived from the loss function. Then the gradients are used to update parameters with
gradient descent methods. The loss function can be calculated from the clip-level
prediction and the ground truth audio tags of the audio clip. For example, binary
cross-entropy between the predicted probability and the ground truth of an audio
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clip is used in this chapter. This is because binary cross-entropy is a loss function
suitable for multiple tagging problem. The binary cross-entropy can be written as:
E =−
N
∑
n=1
K
∑
k=1
[PnklogOnk +(1−Pnk)log(1−Onk)] (4.1)
where E is the binary cross-entropy loss and N and K are the number of training
audio clips and number of classes. The symbol Pnk and Onk denote the estimated
probability and the reference tag of the k-th class in the n-th audio clip. Binary
cross-entropy is used as loss function between the predicted presence probabilities
of sound classes and the ground truth label. The presence probability of each sound
event is a binary distribution in each frame.
4.2 Mini-batch balancing
The DCASE 2017 Task 4 dataset [125] is highly unbalanced, such that the number
of samples of each class varies significantly. For example, the “car” class occurs
25744 times while the “car alarm” only occurred 273 times in the dataset. Similar
to chapter 2, mini-batch balancing strategy is applied in training. That is, at least
one sound class appears in each mini-batch. So that there is no extreme situation
where all the samples in a mini-batch are “car”.
4.3 Gated linear unit in CRNN
In this subsection, gated linear unit (GLU) is introduced in the CRNN network. The
GLU is first used in language modelling [126]. The GLU is designed to control the
information flow to the next layer. These GLUs can reduce the gradient vanish-
ing problem for deep networks [126] by providing a linear path for the gradients
propagation while keeping non-linear capabilities through the sigmoid operation.
The motivation for the learnable activation function is that it can control the in-
formation flow from one layer to another. That is, the gate is controlling the amount
of information passing from previous layer to the next layer. The learnable activa-
tion function is implemented by two parallel convolution networks. The activation
function for one convolution network is a linear output while the other is a sigmoid
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output. Then the two outputs are multiplied together. This operation is inspired
by the gated linear unit (GLU) used in language modelling [126]. It can also be re-
garded as a local attention scheme [97] to select the relevant features while blocking
the irrelevant information. Then a weighted mean pooling can be conducted with
the learned sigmoid values.
In this section the GLU is proposed to replace the conventional ReLU [52]
activation function. The motivation of using GLUs or Swish in audio classification
is to introduce the local attention mechanism to all the layers of the neural network.
The GLUs can control the amount of information of a T-F unit flow to the next
layer. If a GLU gate value is close to 1, then the corresponding T-F unit is attended.
If a GLU gate value is near to 0, then the corresponding T-F unit is ignored. By
this means the network can learn to attend to audio events and ignore the unrelated
sounds. GLUs are defined as:
Y = (W∗X+b)σ(V∗X+ c) (4.2)
where σ is the sigmoid function and  and ∗ are the element-wise product and the
convolution operator. The symbols W and V are convolutional filters and b and c
are biases. The input X denotes either the log mel spectrogram in the first layer or
the feature maps of the intermediate layers.
The framework of the model is shown in Fig. 4.2. Two separate convolutional
layers are used to generate the gating outputs and the linear outputs.The output of
each layer is a linear projection (W∗X+b) modulated by the gates σ(V∗X+ c).
These gates can control the information passed from one layer to the next layer
[126]. From the feature selection view, the GLUs can be regarded as an attention
scheme on the time-frequency (T-F) bin of each feature map. This scheme can
attend to the T-F bin with related audio events by setting its value close to one
otherwise to zero.
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4.4 Global attention for weakly supervised sound
event detection
For weakly supervised sound event detection task, one classical method is multiple
instance learning that has been introduced in Chapter 2. One problem with mul-
tiple instance learning for audio tagging might be MIL encouragement a network
to predict an instance to be active only when the probability on that instance is
the maximum. In [127] the authors proposed to use event-specific Gaussian filters
and fully CNNs to predict the temporal locations from weakly labelled data. Sev-
eral other CNN-based methods [128, 129, 130, 78] are proposed for the DCASE
2017 challenge the weakly supervised sound event detection task. CNNs or Con-
volutional recurrent neural networks (CRNNs) play an important roll in this audio
tagging and SED task. However, there is no work in detecting the onset and off-
set times using CNN. In our previous work, global attention schemes are proposed
[131, 132, 97, 133] to select the relevant frames for each specific event across the
whole recording clip. The global attention scheme is a bit different from the local
attention scheme for the feature selection. The global attention here can indicate the
presence or absence probability of each segment in an audio clip. Another method
applies convolutional Neural Networks method [129] propose to split the whole
recording clip into several segments where each segment inherits the tag of the au-
dio clip. However, this assumption is usually incorrect because some events might
just occur in the beginning or middle or end part of the recording clip.
The global attention in this section is proposed to learn different weights for
different frames. A global attention in this work is proposed by learning the at-
tention vectors from the input features directly. As shown in the yellow dashed
rectangle block of Fig. 4.2, an additional feed-forward neural network with soft-
max as the activation function is introduced to help to infer the temporal locations
of each occurring class. For high resolution SED in the time domain, the pooling
steps in the CNNs are adjusted shown in Fig. 4.2 by only pooling on the spectral
axis while not pooling on the time axis. So the feed-forward network with sig-
moid as the activation function shown in Fig. 4.2 will perform classification at each
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Figure 4.2: The proposed unified model for audio tagging (AT) and weakly supervised
sound event detection (SED). The final outputs are the AT results. SED pre-
dictions are extracted in the penultimate layer. Gated convolutional block is
shown in the blue dashed rectangle. The system consists of three similar blocks
in total.
frame, meanwhile the output of the feed-forward with softmax function shown in
Fig. 4.2 is a learnable weight to be multiplied with the frame-level prediction which
is called attention model.
The softmax output Z(t)∈RK+ of a neural network is the frame-level prediction
vector where K is the number of output classes. The softmax output is multiplied
with the classification output O(t) ∈ [0,1]K at each frame to obtain the clip level
prediction O′(t) ∈ [0,1]K:
O′(t) = O(t)Z(t) (4.3)
where  represents element-wise multiplication. To obtain the final acoustic event
tag predictions, O′(t) should be averaged across the time axis in an audio clip to
obtain the final output O′′, which is defined as the weighted average of O′(t) as
following,
O′′ = ∑
T−1
t=0 O(t)Z(t)
∑T−1t=0 Z(t)
(4.4)
where T is the number of frames. The division in (4.4) is element wise division.
Binary cross-entropy is used as loss function calculated from the reference labels
with the final output O′′.
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Figure 4.3: A typical inception network module was described in [2].
4.5 Proposed inception-attention CRNNs
In the previously proposed model, the information is passing from one layer to an-
other. The output of the final convolutional layer is connected to the recurrent layer.
However, the intermediate layers might contain useful information as well. Also
different kernel sizes can capture different pattern of an object. Inception neural
network is proposed in computer vision to utilize the intermediate layer information
together [116]. In this section, a new method called inception-attention network is
proposed which can further improve the feature selection process for both audio
tagging and weakly supervised sound event detection.
The inception idea was firstly proposed for image classification in [116, 2]. The
basic idea is that the different kernel size can capture different patterns of objects.
Fig. 4.3 shows a typical inception network module which was described in [2]. In
this work, inception networks are used as a backbone neural network. The moti-
vation is to let the inception neural network learn information using different sizes
of kernels. To begin with, audio recordings are converted to 2-d log spectrograms.
The patterns of low frequency and high frequency spectrogram are quite different.
For example, the high frequency information contains more harmonic components
than low frequency in the mel scale. The onset and offset of sound events can be
any time. There can be also frequency shift of sound events in the time domain.
The proposed inception attention network is designed to select the relevant objects
from feature maps from different kernels of a neural network.
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Figure 4.4: Left figure: our original gated convolutional nerual networks system (shown in
Fig. 4.2) with 3 by 3 filters only. Right figure: proposed inception-attention net-
works with multi-scale kernel filters, denoted as inception-attention-v1. “nxn”
means the filter size or pooling size. “(n)” represents the number of filters. To
control the parameters, the total number of filters is 64 which is same with our
original system shown in Fig. 4.2.
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Figure 4.5: The second proposed inception-attention networks with multi-scale kernel fil-
ters, denoted as inception-attention-v2. Compared to the inception-attention-
v1 (Fig. 4.4), inception-attention-v2 has one larger size filter “15x15”. “nxn”
means the filter size or pooling size. “(n)” represents the number of filters. To
control the parameters, the total number of filters is 64 which is same with our
original system shown in Fig. 4.2.
In Section 4.1 Fig. 4.2, only 3 by 3 filters are used for the convolutions. In-
spired by the original inception idea for image classification [2] which applies mul-
tiple size convolutional kernels, such as 5 by 5 and 7 by 7, two inception-attention
networks are proposed for audio classification shown in Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.5. In
our previous work for SED, two parallel 3x3 convolutional modules with different
activation functions are adopted which are multiplied together in an element-wise
mode. The sigmoid activation function for one convolutional network served as
a local attention or a gate. Then the original convolutional layers are modified
to incorporate multi-scale filters which are shown in the right part of Fig. 4.4,
which is denoted as “inception-attention-v1”. The inception structure used here in
“inception-attention-v1” is to imitate the used structure by GoogLeNet [116] which
consists of 22 convolutional layers and Inception-v3 [2]. These deep architectures
are popularly used for image classification. To reduce the parameters of CNN,
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“1x1” convolutions are applied on feature maps to reduce the number of filters.
Usually down sampling is applied for extracting robust features for image classifi-
cation. In SED, to retain the resolution of the frames, down sampling is not applied
on the time axis. To our knowledge, this is the first work to combine the attention
with the inception for SED. Note that the total number of filters is 64 configured
experimentally which is the same with our original system shown in Fig. 4.2.
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Figure 4.6: The second proposed inception-attention networks with multi-scale kernel fil-
ters, denoted as inception-attention-v3. Compared to the inception-attention-v1
(Fig. 4.4), inception-attention-v3 has two larger size filters, namely “15*15”
and “25x25”. “nxn” means the filter size or pooling size. “(n)” represents the
number of filters. To control the parameters, the total number of filters is 64
which is same with our original system shown in Fig. 4.2.
Fig. 4.5 and Fig. 4.6 present a bit different attention-inception networks
(denoted as “inception-attention-v2” and “inception-attention-v3”). “inception-
attention-v2” and “inception-attention-v3” contain filters with larger sizes. Al-
though the log mel spectrograms are also 2-dimensional features, there are differ-
ent characteristics between low frequency bands and high frequency bands. Sound
events in an audio clip are different from objects for image classification. Hence the
larger filters used in “inception-attention-v2” or “inception-attention-v3” has the ad-
vantage to help to learn robust features from different frequency bands. The number
of parameters is configured in a similar scale to evaluate all proposed systems.
With this newly introduced inception idea, the original system shown in Fig.
4.2 is now changed by replacing the gated convolutional neural network block (de-
scribed in a dashed rectangle in Fig. 4.2) with the inception-attention block.
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4.6 Dataset descriptions and metrics
4.6.1 Experimental setup
The proposed SED system is applied on the DCASE 2017 challenge Task 4 “large-
scale weakly supervised sound event detection for smart cars” task. The set of audio
recordings of this task is a subset of AudioSet [14] released by Google. AudioSet
has an ontology of 527 sound event classes in the released version v1. AudioSet
consists of a collection of 2 million human labelled audio clips drawn from 2 mil-
lion YouTube videos. The audio clips are padded with zero value or truncated to
10-second. The ontology is specified as a hierarchical graph of event categories,
covering a wide range of human and animal sounds, musical instruments and genres
and common everyday environmental sounds. The subset used in the DCASE 2017
challenge Task 4 consists of 17 sound events divided into two categories: “Warn-
ing” and “Vehicle”. The detailed audio event names and related sample numbers
are shown in Table 4.1. The whole data set is split into three parts, a training set
with 51172 audio clips, a validation set with 488 audio clips, and an evaluation set
with 1103 audio clips.
4.6.2 Features
We apply log mel filter banks and mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) as
features in our system for comparision. All audio samples are resampled to 32 kHz
because Some audio clips from the DCASE 2017 Task 4 have sampling rate up to
32 kHz. The hort time Fourier transform with Hamming window and 1024 samples
is used to extract the spectrogram. That is, the duration of each window is around 30
ms is applied. The overlap is set to ensure there are 240 frames in a 10-second audio
clip. A mel filter bank with 64 channels is applied on the spectrogram followed by
logarithm operation to extract the log mel spectrogram feature.
4.6.3 Model
For the inception-attention version 1, 2 and 3 model, the blocks in Fig. 4.4, 4.5 and
4.6 are used to replace the convolutional block in Fig. 4.2. For all the models, each
convolutional block consists of 64 filters for fair comparison. The hyper-parameters
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Table 4.1: Sudio events categories and their sample numbers contained in the DCASE 2017
challenge Task 4 “large-scale weakly supervised sound event detection for smart
cars”
Event name Sample number
Warning sounds
Train horn 441
Air horn, truck horn 407
Car alarm 273
Reversing beeps 337
Ambulance (siren) 624
Police car (siren) 2399
Fire engine, fire truck (siren) 2399
Civil defense siren 1506
Screaming 744
Vehicle sounds
Bicycle 2020
Skateboard 1617
Car 25744
Car passing by 3724
Bus 3745
Truck 7090
Motorcycle 3291
Train 2301
are configured experimentally. Local max pooling with kernel size of 1× 2 is ap-
plied corresponding to the time and frequency steps. That is, the local max pool-
ing is only applied to frequency axis but not the time axis to keep the time axis
resolution unchanged for sound event detection. After the convolutional layers, a
bi-directional gated recurrent unit (GRU) recurrent neural network is used to learn
the long time dependency information of an audio clip. Then a fully connected
layer with the number of classes output nodes to predict the presence probability of
sound events in each frame. Finally the attention module in equation (4.4) is used
to predict the tag of an audio clip. The network is trained with weakly labelled data
with equation (4.1). Adam [62] optimizer with a learning rate of 0.001 is used us-
ing the default configuration of Adam [62]. The learning rate is decayed gradually
through monitoring the validation accuracy. The challenge baseline is a multilayer
perceptron (MLP) based system [21, 124].
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4.6.4 Evaluation metrics
The DCASE 2017 challenge Task 4 consists of an audio tagging subtask and a sound
event detection subtask. In the audio tagging subtask, precision, recall and f1-score
is used to evaluate the audio tagging performance.
For the weakly supervised sound event detection subtask, the system is ranked
based on micro-averaging of instance-based Error rate (ER) following the official
evaluation [125]. The micro-averaging indicates that the statistics are calculated
independently within a class. Then the statistics are averaged across the classes.
The ER is defined as follows [125]:
ER =
∑k S(k)+∑k D(k)+∑k I(k)
∑k N(k)
, (4.5)
where I(k), D(k) and S(k) are the number of insertion, deletion and substitution
of segments in segmentation k. The number N(k) represents the number of sound
events marked as active in the reference in segment k The segment based evaluation
is done in one second segments following [125] to compare the ground truth and
the system output [134]. Similarly, an event based F1-score can be calculated in the
same way.
4.7 Results and discussions
In this section, audio tagging on the DCASE 2017 Task 4 is evaluated. Then the
weakly supervised sound event detection is evaluated. The experiments shows that
the proposed method is able to detect the onset and offset of the sound events in the
time domain from the weakly labeled data.
4.7.1 Audio tagging
Table 4.2 shows the precision, recall and F1-score of different methods for the audio
tagging sub-task on the development set (Dev-set) and the evaluation set (Eval-set).
The official DCASE 2017 Task 4 baseline is give in [21] by using a multilayer per-
ceptron (MLP) classifier, denoted as “DCASE 2017 Baseline”. A multiple instance
deep learning method was proposed in [135], which is similar to the depicted base-
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line system in Fig. 4.1. This multiple instance learning method is represented as
“MIL-DL” in Table 4.2. The proposed Inception-Attention-v1 achieves an F1 score
of 58.9% and 60.2% on the Dev-set and Eval-set, outperforming the other systems.
This shows the effectiveness of the inception attention neural network for audio
tagging.
Table 4.2: F1, Precision and Recall comparisons among different methods for the audio
tagging sub-task on the development and the evaluation sets.
Dev-set F1 Precision Recall
DCASE 2017 Baseline [21] 10.9 7.8 17.5
MIL-DL [135] 35.3 28.6 46.0
CNN-Lee [129] 57.0 70.3 47.9
CRNN-logMel-noBatchBal 42.0 47.1 38.0
CRNN-logMel-BatchBal 52.8 49.9 56.1
Attention-CRNN-MFCC-BatchBal (i) 52.1 51.7 52.5
Attention-CRNN-logMel-BatchBal (ii) 56.7 53.8 60.1
CRNN-ensemble (i+ii) [97] 57.7 56.5 58.9
Inception-Attention-v1 58.9 56.2 61.7
Inception-Attention-v2 57.9 55.1 61.1
Inception-Attention-v3 57.6 54.9 60.6
Eval-set F1 Precision Recall
DCASE 2017 Baseline [21] 18.2 15.0 23.1
MIL-DL [135] 35.2 31.6 39.7
CNN-Lee [129] 52.6 69.7 42.3
Frame-CNN [130] 49.0 53.8 45.0
Attention-CRNN-logMel-BatchBal 54.2 58.9 50.2
CRNN-ensemble [97] 55.6 61.4 50.8
Inception-Attention-v1 60.1 57.5 63.0
Inception-Attention-v2 60.2 57.9 62.7
Inception-Attention-v3 59.6 57.2 62.3
4.7.2 Sound event detection
Table 4.3 shows the sound event detection performance of the proposed methods. In
average, the inception neural network achieves an error rate of 0.73, outperforming
the CRNN of 0.75. The proposed attention neural network with ensemble achieves
a lower error rate of 0.71 compared with other methods.
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Table 4.3: F1, Precision and Recall comparisons for the sound event detection sub-task on
the development the evaluation sets.
Dev-set F1 Error rate
DCASE 2017 baseline [21] 13.8 1.02
CNN-Lee [129] 47.1 0.71
Attention-CRNN-logMel 47.2 0.76
CRNN-ensemble [97] 49.7 0.72
Inception-attention-v1 (i) 50.2 0.75
Inception-attention-v2 (ii) 47.9 0.76
Inception-attention-v3 (iii) 49.4 0.73
Inception-ensemble 50.3 0.71
Eval-set F1 Error rate
DCASE 2017 baseline [21] 28.4 0.93
CNN-Lee [129] 55.5 0.66
Attention-CRNN-logMel 47.5 0.78
CRNN-ensemble [97] 51.8 0.73
Inception-attention-v1 (i) 50.8 0.74
Inception-attention-v2 (ii) 51.6 0.73
Inception-attention-v3 (iii) 53.6 0.72
Inception-ensemble 55.6 0.71
4.8 Conclusion
In this chapter, an attention neural networks for SED are proposed. Log mel spec-
trogram of weakly labelled data is used as input to the neural network. The designed
attention mechanism is able to attend to sound events and ignore the irrelevant seg-
ments. The experiments are carried on the DCASE 2017 Task 4 dataset. The pro-
posed attention neural networks achieve an error rate of 0.71, outperforming other
baseline and neural network based methods. This attention neural network based
method can be a tool for analysing weakly labelled data in future.
This chapter describes an algorithm to detect sound events in time domain.
The next chapter will discuss detecting sound events in both the time and frequency
domains.
Chapter 5
Time-frequency segmentation with
weakly labelled data
In Chapters 3 and 4, audio tagging and SED with weakly labelled data are pro-
posed. This inspires us to go further to do source separation with weakly labelled
data. Source separation has many applications such as speech enhancement [136]
and music source separation [137]. However, usually it is difficult to obtain clean
separated sources for training. The motivation of this chapter is perform time-
frequency segmentation of sound events using weakly labelled data only. In this
thesis I focused on supervised training for audio tagging, sound event detection and
time-frequency segmentation. Supervised learning is a kind of machine learning
method with labelled data for training. In source separation, supervised learning
methods regress from the mixture of sources to the clean source such as [138]. On
the other hand, there are unsupervised methods that do not require labels for train-
ing, for example, independent component analysis (ICA) [139]. Semi-supervised
learning is a machine learning method where part of the training data is labelled,
and the remainder of the training data is unlabelled.
5.1 Training from weakly labelled data
Similar to Chapter 3 and 4, only weakly labelled audio data is used to train the
proposed model. This is because weakly labelled data is easy to obtain compared
with strongly labelled data and separated sources. The training stage is shown in
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Figure 5.1: Training stage using weakly labelled data. A segmentation mapping g1 maps
from an input T-F representation to the segmentation masks. A classification
mapping g2 maps each segmentation mask to the presence probabilities of the
corresponding audio tag.
Fig. 5.1. To begin with, the waveform of an audio clip x is converted to an input
time-frequency (T-F) representation X(t, f ), for example, spectrogram or log mel
spectrogram. To simplify the notation, the symbol X(t, f ) is abbreviated as X .
To separate the sound events, the first step is to obtain segmented T-F masks of
sound events. Segment masks are ideal ratio masks (IRMs) [20] of sound events in
the T-F domain. To begin with, a segmentation mapping is proposed to map from
an input log mel spectrogram to the T-F segmentation masks. Then a classification
mapping is proposed to map from the T-F segmentation masks to the prediction of
presence or absence of an audio clip. Formally, a segmentation mapping is modeled
by g1 : X 7→ h which maps an input log mel spectrogram to T-F segmentation masks
h = [h1, ...,hK], where K is the number of T-F segmentation masks and is equal to
the number of sound events. Symbol hk is the abbreviation of hk(t, f ) which is the
T-F segmentation mask of the k-th event. Ideally, each T-F segmentation mask hk is
an ideal ratio mask [20] of the k-th sound event.
The second part of the training stage is a classification mapping g2 : hk 7→
pk,k = 1, ...,K where g2 maps each T-F segmentation mask to the presence proba-
bility of the k-th event, denoted as pk. As only weakly labelled targets are provided
for training, binary cross-entropy between the clip-level prediction pk,k = 1, ...,K
and the target yk,k = 1, ...,K is calculated as the loss function:
l (pk,yk) =−
K
∑
k=1
yk log pk
=−
K
∑
k=1
yk logg2(g1(X)k),
(5.1)
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where yk ∈ {0,1},k = 1, ...,K is the binary representation of the weak labels. The
g1(X)k represents the segmentation mask of the k-th sound event. Both g1 and g2
can be modeled by neural networks. The parameters of g1 and g2 can be trained
end-to-end from the input T-F representation to the weak labels of an audio clip.
The idea of learning the T-F segmentation masks explicitly is inspired by work
on weakly labelled image localization [140] and image segmentation [57, 141]. In
weakly labelled image localization, saliency maps are learned indicating the loca-
tions of the objects in an image [140]. Similarly, the T-F segmentation masks in our
work resemble the saliency maps of an image [140], where T-F segmentation masks
indicate what time and frequency a sound event occurs in a T-F representation.
5.2 Time-frequency segmentation
After training the system, in inference, the input T-F representation of an audio clip
is presented to the segmentation mapping g1 to obtain the T-F segmentation masks
hk,k = 1, ...,K. The T-F segmentation masks indicate which T-F units in the T-F
representation contribute to the presence of the sound events (top right of Fig. 5.2).
The learned T-F segmentation masks are affected by the classification mapping g2
and will be discussed in Section 5.6.
5.3 Sound event detection
T-F segmentation masks hk,k = 1, ...,K contain the information about where sound
events happen in the T-F domain, the simplest way to obtain the frame-level sound
event prediction vk(t) in the time domain is to average out the frequency axis of the
T-F segmentation masks (bottom right of Fig. 5.2):
vk(t) =
1
F
F
∑
f=1
hk(t, f ), (5.2)
where F is the number of frequency bins of the segmentation mask hk. Equa-
tion (5.2) shows that framewise predictions can be obtained from the segmentation
masks. Then vk(t) is the score of the frame-wise prediction of the sound events.
There can be other ways to calculate vk(t) apart from equation (5.2). For simplic-
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Figure 5.2: Inference stage. An input T-F representation is presented to the segmentation
mapping g1 to obtain the T-F segmentation masks. By averaging out the fre-
quency axis of the T-F segmentation masks and post processing, event-wise
predictions of sound events can be obtained.
ity, equation (5.2) is used to calculate vk(t). The conversion of frame-wise scores
to event-wise sound events is described in Section 5.7. This framework covers the
situation both of dispersive sound events and polyphonic sound events.
5.4 Sound event separation
The T-F segmentation masks hk(t, f ) can be used to separate sound events from the
mixture in the T-F domain, which can be useful for later source separation. In addi-
tion, by applying an inverse Fourier transform on the separated T-F representation of
each sound event, separated waveforms of the sound events can be obtained [136].
Separating sound events from the mixture of sound events and background in a low
SNR environment might improve the recognition of sound events. Fig. 5.3 shows
the pipeline of sound event separation. An audio clip x is presented to the seg-
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Figure 5.3: Sound event separation framework. An input T-F representation is presented
to the segmentation mapping g1 to obtain the T-F segmentation masks. The
upsampled segmentation masks are multiplied with the magnitude spectrogram
of the input audio to obtain the segmented spectrogram of each sound event.
Separated sound events are obtained by applying an inverse Fourier transform
to the segmented spectrogram.
mentation mapping g1 to obtain T-F segmentation masks. Meanwhile, the complex
spectrogram X˜ of the audio clip is calculated. The tilde on X is used to distinguish
the complex spectrogram X˜ from the input T-F representation X because X might
not be a spectrogram, such as log mel spectrogram. The segmentation masks of
the input T-F representation hk,k = 1, ...,K is interpolated to h˜k,k = 1, ...,K repre-
senting the T-F segmentation masks of the complex spectrogram. The reason for
performing this interpolation is that h˜k may have a size different from hk, for ex-
ample, a log mel spectrogram has fewer frequency bins than linear spectrogram in
the frequency domain. Then the upsampled T-F segmentation masks h˜k is multi-
plied with the magnitude of the spectrogram to obtain the segmented spectrogram
of the k-th event. The upsampled T-F segmentation masks contain the information
for source separation of particular sound classes:
Y˜k = h˜k
∣∣∣X˜∣∣∣ ,k = 1, ...,K, (5.3)
where represents the element-wise multiplication and Y˜k represents the segmented
spectrogram of the k-th event and |·| indicates absolute value. Finally, an inverse
Fourier transform with overlap add [142] is applied on each segmented spectrogram
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Figure 5.4: Framework of T-F segmentation, sound event detection and sound event sepa-
ration. From left to right: Training from WLD; Sound event detection; Sound
event separation.
with the phase from X˜ to obtain the separated waveforms ŝk,k = 1, ...,K following
conventional source separation methods [54]:
ŝk = IFFT
(
Y˜k · e j∠X˜
)
. (5.4)
Equation (5.4) indicates that the separated sources are obtained by the separated
spectrograms and the phase from the mixture source. We summarize the training,
time-frequency segmentation, sound event detection and separation framework in
Fig. 5.4. The training stage, sound event detection stage and sound event separation
stage are shown in the left, middle and right column of Fig. 5.4, respectively.
5.5 Segmentation mapping
Segmentation mapping g1 takes a T-F representation of an audio clip as input and
outputs T-F segmentation masks of each sound event. If the system has perfect out-
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Figure 5.5: (a) Spectrogram of an audio clip containing “scissors”, “computer keyboard”
and “tambourine” (plotted in log scale); (b) Log mel spectrogram of the audio
clip; (c) Upsampled T-F segmentation masks h˜k of sound events learned using
global max pooling. Only a few T-F units have high value and the other parts of
the T-F segmentation masks are dark; (d) Upsampled T-F segmentation masks
h˜k of sound events learned using global average pooling; (e) Upsampled T-
F segmentation masks h˜k of sound events learned using global weighted rank
pooling; (f) Ideal ratio mask of sound events. Only 6 out of 41 T-F segmentation
masks are plotted due to the limited space.
put, the T-F segmentation masks are the same as ideal ratio masks [143] of sound
events. The log mel spectrogram is used as the input T-F representation, which
has been shown to perform well in audio classification [56, 97, 72]. The segmen-
tation mapping g1 is modelled by a CNN which can learn local patterns of a log
mel spectrogram. Each convolutional layer consists of a linear convolution, a batch
normalization (BN) [63] and a ReLU [52] nonlinearity as in [63]. The BN inserted
between the convolution and the nonlinearity can stabilize and speed up the train-
ing [63]. Downsampling layers is not applied after convolutional layers because
the resolution of the input T-F segmentation masks need to be remained. The T-F
segmentation masks are obtained from the activations of the last CNN layer using
a sigmoid non-linearity to constrain the values of the T-F segmentation masks to be
between 0 and 1 ensuring this is a valid value of an IRM. The configuration details
of the CNN will be described in Section 5.8.4.
5.6 Classification mapping
After the segmentation mapping g1, the classification mapping g2 maps each seg-
mentation mask hk to the presence probability of its corresponding sound event. The
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classification mapping g2 can be modeled by, for example, global average pooling
or global max pooling. Modelling the classification mapping in different ways will
lead to different representation of the segmentation masks (Fig. 5.5). Global max
pooling [56], global average pooling [110] and global rank pooling [144] are ex-
plored for modeling the classification mappings g2.
5.6.1 Global max pooling
Global max pooling (GMP) applied on feature maps has been used in audio tagging
in chapter 3. GMP on each T-F segmentation mask map hk is depicted as:
F(hk) = max
t, f
hk(t, f ). (5.5)
GMP is based on the assumption that an audio clip contains sound events if at least
one T-F unit of the T-F input representation contains a sound event. GMP is invari-
ant to the location of sound event in the T-F domain because whenever a sound event
occurs, GMP will only select the maximum value of a T-F segmentation mask. So
GMP is robust to the time or frequency shifts of the sound events. However, in the
training stage, back propagation will only pass through the maximum value, that is,
the gradient will only be calculated using the T-F units which are neighbour area
of the maximum T-F unit, so only a small part of data in the T-F domain are used
to update the parameters in the neural network. Because of the maximum selection
strategy, GMP encourages only one point in a T-F segmentation mask to be posi-
tive, so GMP will underestimate [144] the sound events in the T-F representation.
Examples of T-F segmentation masks learned using GMP are shown in Fig. 5.5(c).
5.6.2 Global average pooling
Global average pooling (GAP) was first applied in image classification [110]. GAP
on each T-F segmentation mask hk is depicted as:
F(hk) =
1
T F
T
∑
t
F
∑
f
hk(t, f ). (5.6)
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GAP corresponds to the collective assumption in MIL [85], which states that all T-F
units in a T-F segmentation mask contribute equally to the label of an audio clip.
That is, all T-F units in a T-F segmentation mask are assumed to contain the labelled
sound events. However, some sound events only last a short time, so GAP usually
overestimates the sound events [110]. Examples of T-F segmentation masks learned
using GAP are shown in Fig 5.5(d).
5.6.3 Global weighted rank pooling
To overcome the limitations of GMP and GAP, which underestimate and overesti-
mate the sound events in the T-F segmentation masks, global weighted rank pooling
(GWRP) is proposed in [144]. GWRP can be seen as a generalization of GMP
and GAP. The idea of GWRP is to put a descending weight on the values of a T-F
segmentation mask sorted in a descending order. Let an index set Ic = {i1, ...iM}
define the descending order of the values within a T-F segmentation mask hk, i.e.
(hk)i1 ≥ (hk)i2 ≥ ...≥ (hk)in , where M = T ×F is the number of T-F units in a T-F
segmentation mask. Then the GWRP is defined as:
F(hk) =
1
Z(r)
M
∑
j=1
r j−1(hk)i j , (5.7)
where 0≤ r≤ 1 is a hyper parameter and Z(r) =∑Mj=1 r j−1 is a normalization term.
When r = 0 GWRP becomes GMP and when r = 1 GWRP becomes GAP. The
hyperparameter r can vary depending on the frequency of occurrence of the sound
events. GWAP attends more to the T-F units of high values in a T-F segmentation
mask and less to those of low values in a T-F segmentation mask. The T-F segmen-
tation masks learned using GWMP is shown in Fig. 5.5(e). The ideal ratio masks
(IRMs) of the sound events are plotted in Fig. 5.5(f) for comparison with the GMP,
GAP and GWRP. GWRP performs better than GMP and GAP.
5.7 Post-processing for sound event detection
In Section 5.3 it is mentioned that the frame-wise scores vk(t) can be obtained from
T-F segmentation masks using equation (5.2). To reduce the number of false alarms,
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for an audio clip, sound event detection on the sound classes is only applied where
the sound events are predicted to be presence in the audio clip. Then thresholds are
applied on the frame-wise predictions vk(t) to obtain the event-wise predictions. A
threshold of 0.2 is applied to detect the presence of sound events and then extend
the boundary of both onset and offset sides until the frame-wise scores drop be-
low threshold of 0.1. These parameters are selected experimentally. This two-step
threshold method will produce smooth predictions of sound events. As the duration
of sound events in DCASE 2018 Task 2 varies from 300 ms to 30 s, the sound events
that are shorter than 320 ms (10 frames) are removed to reduce false alarms and join
the sound events whose silence gap is shorter than 320 ms (10 frames).
5.8 Experiments
5.8.1 Dataset
To evaluate the proposed method, the experiments mix the DCASE 2018 Task
1 acoustic scene dataset [145] with the DCASE 2018 Task 2 general-purpose
Freesound dataset [146] under different signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs). The reason
for this choice is that DCASE 2018 Task 1 provides background sounds recorded
from a variety of real world scenes whereas the DCASE 2018 Task 2 provides
a variety of foreground sound events. The DCASE 2018 Task 1 contains 8640
10-second audio clips in the development set of subtask A. The audio clips are
recorded from 10 different scenes such as “airport”, “metro station” and “urban
park”. The DCASE 2018 Task 2 contains 3710 manually verified sound events
ranging in length from 300 ms to 30 s depending on the audio classes. There are
41 classes of sound events such as “flute”, “applause” and “cough”. Only manually
verified audio clips from the DCASE 2018 Task 2 are used as sound events because
the remaining audio clips are unverified and may contain noisy labels. Sound events
are truncated to up to 2 seconds and mix them with the 10-second audio clips from
the DCASE 2018 Task 1 acoustic scene dataset. The mixed audio clips are single
channel with a sampling rate of 32 kHz. Each mixed audio clip contains three non-
overlapped sound events. Sound events are mixed with the acoustic scenes for SNRs
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at 20dB, 10dB and 0dB. For each SNR, the 8000 mixed audio clips are divided into
4 cross-validation folds. This configuration leads to 6000 audio clips for training
and 2000 audio clips for evaluation Fig. 5.5(b) shows the log mel spectrogram of a
mixed 10-second audio clip. The source code is released1.
5.8.2 Evaluation metrics
We use the F-score [111], area under the curve (AUC) [147] and mean average
precision (mAP) [8] in the evaluation of the audio tagging, the frame-wise SED and
the T-F segmentation. These evaluation criteria are similar to the criteria in image
classification and segmentation [57, 141]. Error rate (ER) is also used for evaluating
the event-wise SED [125].
5.8.3 Feature extraction
We apply a fast Fourier transform (FFT) to extract the spectrogram of audio clips.
Then mel filter banks with 64 bands are applied on the spectrogram followed by
logarithm operation to obtain log mel spectrogram as the input T-F representation
feature.
5.8.4 Model
In this subsection a detailed description of the configuration of the segmentation
mapping in Section 5.5 and the classification mapping in Section 5.6 are described.
1https://github.com/qiuqiangkong/sed time freq segmentation
Chapter 6
Conclusion
This thesis presented using weakly labelled data to do audio tagging, sound event
detection and time-frequency segmentation. That is, only the label of an audio
recording is provided, without knowing the onset and offset times of the sound
events. Audio tagging is a task to predict the presence or absence of sound events
in an audio clip. Audio tagging is an essential part of audio signal processing. An-
other task similar to audio tagging is audio classification. The difference between
audio tagging and audio classification is that audio tagging predicts multiple tags
for an audio clip while audio classification classify an audio clip to one of the pre-
defined sound classes. Datasets for audio tagging usually have a larger size such
as AudioSet [14] which consists of over 2 million audio clips. Audio tagging and
SED share several similarity in their input representation but differ in the output. In
this thesis attention neural networks is proposed to solve the general audio tagging
problem. Attention neural networks are designed to important parts of an audio
clip and ignore irrelevant parts of an audio clip. Attention neural networks consist
of a learnable attention branch and a classification branch. The attention branch
controls how much a segment should be attended in audio tagging. Audio tagging
experiments are carried on the AudioSet tagging problem. Different architectures
of attention neural networks are investigated. A state-of-the-art mean average pre-
cision of 0.369 is obtained with the proposed attention neural network.
Sound event detection is a task to predict the onset and offset times of sound
events in an audio clip. An important issue in SED is that of weakly labelled data.
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That is, only the presence of the sound classes in an audio clip are known, without
knowing the onset and offset of the sound classes. However, many SED algorithms
rely on strongly labelled data where the onset and offset times of sound events have
been annotated. The segments between the onset and offset labels are used as tar-
get events for training, while the segments outside the onset and offset annotations
are used as non-target events. Collecting strongly labelled data is time consuming
because the annotation of the onset and offset times of sound events takes more
time than annotating audio clips for classification, so the size of strongly labelled
datasets is often limited to minutes or a few hours. In this thesis I proposed a sound
event detection system trained with weakly labelled data only. The prediction of
segments are used as an intermediate layer in a neural network. Then the interme-
diate layer prediction are aggregated to the clipwise prediction of the audio clip. In
training neural networks are trained with weakly labelled audio clips. In inference
both of the framewise and clipwise prediction can be obtained.
In addition to audio tagging and sound event detection, time-frequency seg-
mentation is a task to separate the time-frequency representation such as spectro-
gram of sound events trained with weakly labelled data only. This task has not
been investigated in previous work where previous work on source separation used
supervised learning methods with clean sources to train neural networks. In this
thesis I proposed a joint segmentation and classification neural network to solve the
time-frequency segmentation of sources with weakly labelled only. To begin with, a
segmentation mapping maps the spectrogram to segmentation masks which can be
used for time-frequency segmentation. Then a classification mapping is proposed to
map from the segmentation masks to the audio tags. In training the neural network
can be trained with weakly labelled audio clips. In inference the separated sources
can be obtained from the time-frequency segmentation masks in the intermediate
layer of the neural network.
Overall, the contribution of thesis includes:
• A framework for audio tagging with weakly labelled data is proposed. Atten-
tion neural networks are proposed to solve the audio tagging problem.
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• Sound event detection framework with weakly labelled data is proposed.
Convolutional recurrent neural networks are proposed for learning from audio
to frame level prediction of sound events.
• A time-frequency segmentation framework trained on weakly labelled data is
proposed. Audio tagging, sound event detection and time-frequency segmen-
tation are unified in a single framework.
• The proposed methods are based on convolutional neural networks and
achieve state-of-the-art performance in audio tagging and sound event de-
tection.
This thesis designed attention neural networks to bridge the connection be-
tween neural network based methods with multiple instance learning. The attention
model can discover the important segments which most likely contain the sound
events and ignore the irrelevant segments which most likely to be silence or noise.
The attention neural network can also predict the sound events using wealy labelled
data for training only. In Chapter 3 the proposed method is applied to audio tag-
ging. Attention neural networks are proposed to solve the audio tagging problem.
The experiments are carried on AudioSet tagging. Chapter 4 proposes attention
neural networks are applied on the sound event detection problem to inference both
the tags and onset and offset of sound events. Chapter 5 proposes a time-frequency
segmentation framework to separate sound events in both time-frequency domain.
In the future work, I will focus on audio signal processing with large-scale data. The
future work may include: Noisy labelled data problem: That is, many large-scale
audio datasets contain noisy labels; The audio tagging system should be robust to
these noisy labels. Semi-supervised learning: There are more unlabelled data than
the labelled data in the world. The unlabelled data contains information of the dis-
tribution of sound events which is a future research topic; Multimedia system: The
combination of audio and video information is beneficial for training a good au-
dio and video tagging system because audio and video often carry complementary
information; Source separation: An ideal model is to separate all kinds of sounds
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from different sources. This is a unsolved problem due to the variety of sounds in
the world. With AudioSet the source separation of different sound events might be
possible; Learning to learn: A human often learns what a sound is in a curriculum
learning way. That is, a human is learning in an active way and get feedback from
the interaction with the world to improve his ability to do audio tagging and sound
event detection; Adversarial learning: For systems that have high security require-
ments such as the detection of alarm, the systems should be robust to adversarial
attacks; Significance analysis: More analysis of the significance of the performance
statistics will be researched on new datasets such as the DCASE datasets.
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